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Introduction and copyright notice 

Introduction 

This e-book can be read on screen but it will probably be easier to use if it is 
printed out. It can then be stored in a four-ring, or similar, binder and accessed 
in the workshop, or elsewhere, at the reader's convenience. 

Unauthorised use of this document 

In January 2008 my attention was drawn to the fact that this e-book was being 
sold as a download on eBay. This was done without my consent and I took ac
tion to have the listing removed. I wish to make it clear that I have not author
ised anyone to use my pages except as set out in the copyright notice below. 
This document and all of the other material on my website is provided free of 
charge. 

The website can be found at www.turningtools.co.uk. More information on 
woodtuming and related matters can be found there. 

If any reader should come across misuse of my material I will be very grateful if 
they will tell me about it. My email address is mail@tumingtools.co.uk. 

Copyright notice 

Visitors are invited to reproduce pages from this pdf or my website, in part or in 
full, subject to the following conditions: 

1. The information is not used for commercial purposes or as an aid to promot
ing commercial activities. 

2. No changes are made to the text or images. 

3. Both, the ownership of the copyright and the source (ie Brian Clifford at 
www.turningtools.co.uk) are clearly acknowledged. 
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Chapter 1: Learning to turn 

1.1 The art ofwoodturning 
Woodturning is an art not a science. Each skilled practitioner has his own 

particular way of doing things. The reason for this is that wood unlike, say, metal or 
plastic, is not an homogeneous substance. No two pieces of wood are identical even 
when cut from adjacent positions in the tree. In contrast, consider a piece of steel to 
be used in a motor car. Numerous metallurgists, and other specialists, will have been 
employed in the production and testing of the steel, to ensure that it has the required 
characteristics, and that these will be consistent from one batch of material to 
another. This means that properties such as its granular structure, its hardness, its 
elasticity and its tensile strength will be the same for every sample. 

Wood is not at all like that. Adjacent pieces will exhibit differences in such 
features as fibre structure, grain pattern, hardness and elasticity. As each unique 
work piece spins on the lathe and is traversed by the tool the turner has to make subtle 
adjustments to his technique as he is presented with a stream of changing 
information. To add to the choices which have to be made a variety of tools can be 
used to achieve the same basic forms and these tools can be ground to a variety of 
shapes and bevel angles. Even the lathes that turners use can affect their style. As 
turners develop their skills so they find their own solutions to the problems they 
encounter, and blend together the various tools and techniques they have at their 
disposal in their own unique ways. 

One unfortunate result ofthe development of individual styles is that beginners 
can be confused by an apparent conflict in instructions in teaching manuals, methods 
used in demonstrations, and even in techniques shown in woodturning videos. The 
beginner should not be upset by this. Underlying this variety there are certain 
principles which are followed by all successful turners and which enable the novice 
to experiment and to explore different techniques with confidence and without 
danger. These principles and the way they can be applied to different situations and 
different tools are set out in the following chapters. 

However, because there are a variety of ways to tackle problems, I, like 
everybody else, have my favourite way of doing things. As a consequence the views 
I will be putting forward may differ from those of other instructors. They are an 
amalgam of the things I have found to work for me and my own particular attitude 
to woodturning. 

Because of such differences in views there is a principle which I think is very 
important: one should not make statements in a book of this kind, particularly if they 
are controversial, without explaining the reasons for them. The reader (or listener) 
should always treat unsupported assertions with suspicion. 

1.2 The learning curve 
Turning requires manual dexterity, visual judgement and the co-ordination of 

hand and eye. In this respect it is similar to games like tennis. Such activities require 
the development of what psychologists term 'motor skills'. The learning and 
development of these skills require relatively long periods of practice. 

It has been said that it can take seven years, working full-time, for a turner with 
aptitude to reach the peak of his abilities and become fully skilled. But again this 
should not deter the beginner. What does 'fully skilled' mean? It means that the 
turner can perform all the operations with speed and accuracy. At the top level, for a 
professional needing to earn a living, speed is an important ingredient in skill. 

This can be illustrated by the so called 'learning curve' which may be familiar to 
the reader. The general shape of the learning curve is illustrated in Diagram 1.1. 
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Time spent t urn ing 

Diagram 1.1 The learning curve 

It can be seen from this that typically, with continual practice, the individual goes 
through a period of steady improvement. Then after some time the rate of 
improvement begins to level off and eventually there comes a time when very little 
further improvement takes place. In reality it is found that some individuals have 
more innate ability than others. Generally, too, where motor skills are involved, it is 
best to start young. Usually, those who have an early start eventually reach higher 
levels of skill than older people. But older people should not despair: on their way 
through life they may well have acquired skills which will be of assistance to their 
endeavour in the woodturning field. 
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Diagram 1.2 Different learning curves 
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Because of the differences between individuals, their innate ability, their age, or 
their previous useful experience, each turner will have his own distinctive learning 
curve. Some possible, contrasting, curves are shown in Diagram 1.2. Individual C is 
a very slow learner but he improves little by little. Individual B is a quick learner and 
reaches his full capacity earlier than individuals A or C. But, although A is a slowish 
learner, he eventually becomes more skilled than B. 

1.3 Developing skills 
In the case ofwoodturning there is a bit more to it than motor skills because, with 

the right attitude of mind, it is within the power of the individual to alter the shape 
of the learning curve. The key to skill is attitude. What does this mean? To begin with 
it means developing an understanding of the correct basic techniques. If the turner 
does not get the basics right then, however much he practises, he will not improve. 
In contrast he may develop a lot of bad practices which will be difficult to eradicate. 

It is necessary to have a strong desire to learn and progress but at the same time 
one must have patience. It is no use the turner trying to make things which are way 
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beyond his level ability, particularly in the early stages. On the other hand it is 
necessary for him to stretch himself with projects of steadily increasing difficulty. It 
may be a good idea for the learner to set himself a series of achievable goals. 

Nevertheless, it has to be recognised that the hobby turner with only limited time 
at his disposal is in a different position to the aspiring professional. Learning to tum 
is like learning to play a musical instrument (although turning is far less difficult). 
Regular short periods of practice are preferable to periods of intensive effort with 
big gaps between them. Having said that it must be acknowledged that the hobbyist 
will have to fit his turning into the free time he has available and do the best he can. 
Life is full of compromises, and this is one of them. 

In developing skills and working out the best way to progress it will be 
necessary to experiment with the various cuts, tools and techniques. In order to avoid 
dangerous practices, some caution is required in doing this, but experimentation is 
a very necessary part of the learning process. However, in the early stages the 
instructions given in the following chapters should be followed with care. 

Whatever his circumstances, and however much time he has available, when the 
aspiring turner is practising he must keep thinking about what he is doing and asking 
himself questions. When things go wrong he must ask himself: why? What 
happened? What can I do to try to ensure it does not happen again? It also helps if 
the turner can recognise when things are going right, so that he will know what 
things he can do, as well as those he cannot. 

Good turning entails careful observation involving the three main senses: sight, 
sound, and touch. The eyes are the primary source of information. Obviously, it is 
necessary to look to see what one is doing, but one should also be watching for the 
results. What is happening to the shape: is it smooth or is it ridged? Will I be able to 
blend it into the profile I want? Are the fibres tearing? What else can I see? 

Sound provides further important information so it is necessary to keep one's 
ears open. For example, when a cut is being made correctly there will be a variety 
of sounds but underneath these it should be possible to hear a relatively quiet, but 
clearly distinguishable, hiss which is made by the fibres being cut cleanly. The other 
sounds carry information as well. When I am teaching more than one person at a 
time I can often tell when someone is having trouble from the sound alone. 

Yet more vital information is being transmitted back to the turner through the 
tool. The turner should try to develop as much sensitivity in the hands as he can, 
holding the tool as lightly as possible. Even where a firmer grip is required the turner 
can still feel what is happening as well as see or hear. 

In many cases where a cut is not going correctly all three senses will be telling 
the turner that something is wrong. In other cases just one will be enough. For 
example, when a hidden split, or other defect, in the wood is encountered there is 
often a quiet click which warns the turner to stop the lathe to have a look. 

In summary, therefore, it can be said that these three senses are providing the 
turner with a stream of information which has to be continually interpreted. Much 
of the time, it is to be hoped, the signal will be that all is well, but the turner must be 
vigilant. By applying himself diligently to the task, developing a sensitivity to the 
stream of information, continually analysing his actions and their results, and 
practising as regularly as possible the turner can learn more quickly and will 
eventually reach a higher level of skill. 

1.4 The basic principles 
It must be noted, however, that although skill can only be acquired by practice, 

by ''making shavings" as the saying goes, it is futile practising unless the basic 
principles are being applied. The basic principles are comprised of four main 
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elements: 

• The choice of the correct tools 

• The use of properly sharpened tools 

• A good stance 

• The use of correct cutting techniques 

Consideration must also be given to safety. Safe worldng habits should become 
habitual and are as much part of basic principles as the four points covered above. 
Unsafe practices may not prevent good turning but they may cut short a turner's 
career. 

Much of this book is devoted to these basic principles. However, before he can 
practise the basic principles the prospective turner must provide himself with a 
certain amount of equipment. At the very minimum this will be a lathe, a grinding 
machine and a set of tools. He will also need somewhere to keep it and somewhere 
to work; usually, of course, these are the same place, namely the workshop. The 
question of a workshop and equipment is discussed in the next chapter and tools in 
the one after that. 

1.5 The pleasure of wood turning 
Some of the comments made above may make learning to tum seem daunting 

but it is not intended to put people off. Anyone, from nine to ninety, male or female, 
with a modicum of manual dexterity, can learn to tum successfully. Given a 
reasonable degree of application it will only take most beginners a few hours of 
practice to learn to make simple but attractive objects which provide immense 
satisfaction. Many of these objects only take an hour or so to make. 

The great pleasure which can be derived from wood turning stems from two 
things. One is that, whilst very satisfying results can be obtained with relatively little 
experience, learning and improvement can go on for the rest of a lifetime. The other 
source of pleasure is that hand turning brings the maker into a very close and intimate 
relationship with his material. Turners get to know wood as few other people can. 
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Chapter 2: The workshop and equipment 

2.1 The workshop 
The first thing anybody taking up woodtuming must contemplate is where they 

are going to put their lathe and other equipment. This obviously depends on the size 
and amount of the equipment and the working space required. But there are other 
considerations. The three most important are questions of noise, dust and security. 

I have heard of turning being carried out in locations as diverse as a flat, an attic 
and a greenhouse. To some extent, therefore, the location of the workshop depends 
on the ingenuity and determination of the turner. However, in the discussion which 
follows I am going to assume that the workshop will be somewhere outside the house 
(or domestic area}. 

Woodturning itself, that is to say work on the lathe, is not very noisy, but some 
of the activities which are associated with it can be a cause of nuisance. How much 
noise can be tolerated by the family and the neighbours depends partly on their life 
styles and characters and partly on the amount of noise coming from the general 
environment. The attitude to noise of people living under the flight path ofHeathrow 
or near a busy motorway will be different to that of those living in a quiet close on 
the outskirts of town. I know from experience that noise, or other people's perception 
of noise, can cause problems and needs to be considered. 

Woodturning causes a good deal of mess. Not dirty dirt but lots of dust and small 
shavings. This can be reduced by the use of a dust extractor but cannot, by any 
means, be eliminated. This may cause problems if the woodturning is to share 
workshop space with some other activity. 

It should be mentioned in passing that shavings refuse to be confined to the 
workshop; even when protective clothing is worn they find their way into pockets, 
shoes, underclothing and all sorts of unlikely places, and are subsequently deposited 
all over the house. The only way I have found to deal with this menace is to keep a 
rechargeable handheld vacuum cleaner in a convenient place with which to pick up 
the offending particles. Nevertheless, unless one has a tolerant partner, the 
emergence of errant shavings can easily be a source of conflict. I admit I fmd them 
a nuisance myself, but this nuisance is a small price to pay for the pleasure of turning. 

It is difficult to say what is the minimum size for a workshop. In some cases it 
depends on whether the space is to be shared with another activity or whether some 
ancillary equipment can be located elsewhere. At the minimum the working space 
must house a lathe and a grinder and provide the turner with sufficient room to 
manipulate the tools. As there are some very small lathes on the market a bench 
space, of say, 3ft by 1ft might be sufficient. This would, however, limit the turner to 
very small work. So, as with many other activities, the turner's requirements in 
respect to space and equipment depends on his aspirations and his resources. The 
result is likely to be some sort of compromise. There are two basic ways of looking 
at this problem. The turner could look at the work space available and ask: ''what can 
I get into here?" Or he could decide what equipment he would like and then ask: 
"how much space do I need and how am I going to fmd it?" The most likely 
approach, however, is some combination of these. In practice many aspiring turners 
see the garage as the obvious place to use; but this space may also have to be share 
with the family car, the garden tools, the lawn mower and, possibly, some other large 
item such as a freezer 
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2.2 Moving equipment 
The use of the garage has one advantage over other places in that cars are 

designed to be moved. So, even if the car is not permanently banished from the 
garage, it can be moved outside whilst turning is in progress. However, when the car 
is in the garage the space for storing equipment may be very limited. As a 
consequence it may be necessary to move equipment back and forth from a storage 
position to a working position. If this is not to deter its use it needs to be done as 
easily as possible. 

The means of achieving this may be applicable to other restricted working spaces 
so some ideas are set out in this paragraph. The most obvious way of making items 
easier to move is to put them on wheels. Industrial castors, which can be obtained 
from the larger DIY stores, are ideal. If the item is not too heavy it might be enough 
to put a pair of castors under one end only. In the case of a lathe this would be under 
the headstock end which is always the heaviest. However, lathes in particular, need 
to be mounted so that they are free of vibration, and castors may cause a problem in 
this respect. 

The answer to this problem is to have some means of lifting the whole assembly 
off the ground and inserting something solid, such as block of timber, under the 
bench so that the castors are clear of the ground. A lever could be used to lift the end 
of the assembly whilst a block is inserted, but one person might find this difficult on 
his own. An alternative would be to use a car jack. A neat idea would be to have a 
jack permanently attached to the bench so that it could be wound up and down 
quickly and easily. 

2.3 A separate workshop 
Many turners, like myself, start off in the garage and then aspire to a space 

which can be dedicated to turning. Others may decide to start as they mean to carry 
on and set up a separate workshop from the outset. Not many are fortunate enough 
to be able to have a brick (or similar solid structure) to house their precious 
equipment. But some can afford a wooden shed. As a place to work in this is fine, 
particularly if it is well insulated. I use one myself. 

There are, however, two possible problems with a timber building: frre risk and 
security. Some insurers will not consider such buildings for these reasons. If care is 
taken the fire risk should not be very terrible, but security is another matter. It is very 
difficult to make the typical shed secure against a determined thief. Having said that 
my only experience of theft happened when thieves broke into a workshop which 
was in a brick building with a strong door secured with a heavy padlock. The thieves 
cut the lock off with bolt cutters. This workshop was in a museum and was open to 
the public in the daytime but was deserted at night - the worst possible situation. 
They took all my powered hand-tools: hundreds of pounds worth of drills, saws, a 
router, and similar items. But they took no turning tools, and no big items such as 
lathes or a dust extractor. It is possible the thieves might have come back for more 
but I immediately vacated this workshop. 

What conclusions can one draw from this? One, is that security is affected by the 
environment. Another, possibly, is that turning tools are relatively unattractive to 
thieves because they are difficult to dispose of. In addition, the large pieces of 
equipment will be left alone by the casual thief but will not always be safe. 

I learned three important things from my experience. One is to keep the existence 
of the workshop known to as few people as possible. Another is to keep the more 
expensive hand tools out of the workshop in a more secure place. In case all 
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precautions prove futile it is advisable to take out insurance. The Association of 
Woodturners of Great Britain (A WGB) run an excellent scheme in conjunction with 
insurance brokers which provides the relevant cover at very competitive rates. 
Membership of the Association is worth the money for this alone. 

2.4 The electricity supply 
Whatever space is used for the workshop it will be necessary to ensure that the 

electricity supply is safe and adequate. Ideally, a qualified electrician should be 
consulted. In any event there are two suggestions I would make. Try to run all the 
equipment through one double pole switch of the required amperage. On leaving the 
workshop at the end of a session this can be switched off, so making sure that every 
piece of equipment is isolated from the mains supply. Many workshops have a 
concrete floor which can be a source of danger from electric shock - this danger can 
be reduced by fitting an earth trip. 

Lighting is another thing which needs to be considered. Fluorescent tubes are 
good for general lighting but many turners prefer tungsten lights over the lathe. 
Stroboscopic effects can often be a nuisance (or even dangerous) when turning -
tungsten light is better in this respect. It also provides lighting which is less flat than 
that from fluorescent tubes. Shadows help turners to see what is happening on the 
surface of their work and to spot defects. 

2.5 The equipment 
The most obvious piece of equipment required for the prospective turner is of 

course a lathe. There is a variety of lathes on the market today. With lathes, as with 
many other things, you get what you pay for, but even the cheapest lathe may 
represent a considerable outlay for the person with only limited funds to spend on a 
hobby. Unfortunately, expenditure does not stop at the lathe. Two other things are 
essential: a basic set of tools (see Chapter 3) and a grinder (see Chapter 4). Once the 
beginner has learned the basic techniques, and gained some confidence, a number of 
other purchases will begin to beckon. These will include a scroll chuck, a bench drill, 
and sundry small items such as callipers, and a dressing stone for the grinding 
wheels. 

Other things which may appear on the wish list will be a Jacobs' chuck, a 
band-saw and a long-hole boring kit. And, of course, some suitable wood will be 
required. I mention these things because they add considerably to the expense. The 
prospective turner is liable to fail to take this into consideration. It needs to be borne 
in mind. Some points can be made about the choice of some of these items. First and 
foremost: the lathe. Rule number one is to buy the biggest lathe one can afford: 
whilst the smallest items can be turned on a big lathe, large items cannot be turned 
on a small lathe. If a suitable second-hand lathe can be found so much the better. A 
lathe is a pretty basic piece of machinery; as long as the bearings are in good 
condition, and the tailstock aligns properly with the headstock, there is not much 
more to worry about. If it later becomes necessary to sell the lathe, either because it 
is not used or the owner wishes to upgrade to a better one, then very little money 
should be lost. 

Bowl turning will require a larger lathe than spindle turning. It also needs to be 
borne in mind that bowl turning is difficult over the bed of the lathe (particularly for 
a left-handed person) and that the maximum size of the bowl that can be turned is 
determined by the distance between the drive centre and the bed bars. For bowl 
turning the lathe will ideally have an outboard turning facility or a swing head. 
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Outboard turning arrangements require an extension of the drive shaft on 
the left-hand side of the headstock so that the turner can work on that side. 
This has two disadvantages: (1) a considerable amount of space is required 
to the left of the lathe; and (2) when viewed from the left-hand side the head 
will be seen to be rotating clockwise. The latter point means that the shaft on 
the outboard side, and face plates and chucks to be used on it, have a reverse 
thread. This leads to additional expense. Because of the disadvantages of the 
arrangements for outboard turning the swing head has become more popu1ar 
and most new lathes of any size have this facility. 

Other considerations when buying a lathe are the choice between fixed 
speeds or variable speeds, as well as the speed range. An important aspect 
for the turner who wishes to turn large bowls is the availability of a low 
speed. The most expensive option, but the best, is the electronic variable 
speed, as long as it provides sufficient torque at the bottom end of the range. 
Otherwise (given the availability of similar speeds at the low end) there is 
probably not a lot to choose between 5 or more speeds on a pulley system 
and a mechanical variable speed system. There is another proviso, that the 
speeds on a fixed pulley system should be easy to change. 

The cheaper lathes have only 3 speeds on a fixed pu1ley system. This has 
its limitation in terms of control over the work but nevertheless many turners 
manage with it quite adequately. It does help if the 3 speeds provided cover 
a suitable range. The frrst lathe I bought had only three speeds: 750, 1500, 
and 3000 rpm. In my view this was a very poor selection particu1arly as this 
lathe had a generous 9in swing. Given just three speeds a much better 
selection wou1d have been something like 500 (or lower if possible), 1250 
and 2000 rpm. 

Often, the problem is that the lowest speed is determined by limitations 
on the sizes of the smallest and largest pu1leys. The smallest pulley must be 
large enough to fit on the motor shaft and the largest must fit inside the 
headstock casing. It should be remembered that most motors for lathes run 
at 1500 rpm. As a consequence the choice of the lowest speed is determined 
by the size of the largest pu1ley which will fit into the headstock. 

Factors such as the length of the bed and the power of the motor depend 
on the type of turning which will be undertaken. Without knowing about this 
it is difficu1t to generalise. 

A check list of points to consider when buying a lathe is provided on the 
following page 
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CHOOSING A LATHE 
Purchasing 

A. New or second-hand 
1. Second-hand 

i. Well worth considering -it will depreciate slower than a new one 

ii. Check condition 

a. Alignment of headstock and tailstock 

b. State of bearings 

2. New 

i. You tend to get what you pay for but some better value than others - shop around 

Design and Construction 
B. Weight 

c. Rigidity 

D. Strength ofbearings 

E. Distance between bearings in headstock 

F. Power of motor 

G. Is there a Morse taper in the headstock? 

H. Diameter of swing 

I. Length of bed 

L. Has it a fixed head only? 

M. Arrangements for bowl turning 
1. Outboard 

i. Direction of revolution 

ii. Right-hand thread 

2. Rotating headstock 

3. Space requirements are different for 1 & 2 above 

4. Additional cost of attachments for bowl turning 

Speeds 
1. Number (five is best, if speed is not continuously variable) 

2. Speed range 

3. Ease of changing speeds 

N. Ease of adjustment to rest and tail stock 

0. Portability (if important) 

P. Spares and ancillary equipment 
1. Availability 

2. Nose spindle thread 

Q. The final choice will be a compromise depending on: 
1. Available funds 

2. Working space 

3. General requirements 

4. Except for people doing miniature work a big lathe is preferable to a small lathe - small 
items ( eg lace bobbins) can be turned on a big lathe - big items cannot be turned on a 
small lathe 

R. No lathe is perfect! 
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Chapter 3: The tools 

3.1 lntr<lduetion 
The 11111ge of woodlwoiug tools on die marlra:t today iB ~ AllhJey Jka, 

for example, p:rodlu:e 3SO difl.'enlnt woocttmnin,g tools. '1beee are allstandanl tools 
mado in a l'8llJJI' of sizes in Ulbon steel or high speed steeL In addition a number of 
mJliiU!II.c1ure are making some bigbly specialised (and vay expeosive) tools, such 
as the Stewart Symm. Most begi!1!111'11, however, will ouly be able to afford. a limited 
number at standanl tools so they will have to lll8kt; some careftd Ghoices. My 
susgestions for the minimum basic setaftools is given at the mtd of this chapter. 

But, before ooming to the choioe of tools the beginner neods to understand diO 
fil!ldjon• of the diffimmt type11 aDd the r 1 on• for some relatively subtle diffin'clacs 
in shapo and form. The diif«<mCC betwemt carbon s!eel aod high speed sleel also 
needs to be UDderstood. 

When I stated turning at the begi!l!!ing of the oigiJ.1il':ll only aiZbon 8Wel tools 
wen available, butllincelhenhighspeedlleel111rllingtoolshave bocomeubiquiums. 
High speed steel, whi<:b is harder dlrm cabon ll1eel. wu originally developed to 
llllable higher cutting spoed5 to be lUIOd when 11VIl'1!ining metal. Boc:Aae of this high 
speed 8Wel toob re1ain their edge l.oDge:r on wood. NIM'lrlb.el.eria, each typo of 11eel 
has its advamages aod clisa.dvamages. l'heae are diBcussed Jaler in this cl!apW. 

Th-are tln1:e p1ineipal typc:a of tool; Kl1lpe1'8, cbieels, and go~~gee. Oougca
be ~into th:n:e llriu:::a- typet: bowl gouges, spindle 8011&"'• and l'IJIIIhin,g 
0111 gougca. Chisels and SOII&el are IISU.8D:y deecribed aa CUII:IDs tool&, becQse they 
are de:signed to ac;ver rather than lm:ak. or tear, the wood lilm& In Wlllmill1K'111per'S 
are ollc:n pen-eived u QU.()e toola wbieh !limply 1e11r out a ~~having. However, when 
employed with ~ and 1he ~ teclmiqu.c:, ~ 1:1111 be U8ed to 8eVer 1he 
lilm:;, md !em; a good :liDiBh. It JD.UBt be pointed out, too, that cbieel& c:a, on 
OCQI.Sion, be used for scraping. 

D1agram 3.1 AUitade of IICI'IIper In •e 

However, there is a cleM distinc1ion which can be made between chisels and 
gouge:&, on the one hand, and s•aap<a s, on the odxr. This COQIX:Q1S the attitude in 
which they are 1l!led. Whclll. Cllllp)oyed in the cutling modo chilola and goll8l':6 are 
used with tho bevel rubbing and the wood movillg onto 1he edge of the tool (soo also 
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Chapter 6}. rn OOIIIJUt """ill*'la must never be Wled with lhe bevell'llhbing and !be 
eGse must be trailill,g. Except in vtty special circumsta.ces this me811111hat a scnper 
mll8t be used with the tool poinliog downwanls. (See Diagram 3.1) If achi.&el ia Wled 
fur ao:aping it m:ust also be beld pointing downwards. 

'I'hese distinctions will bocome cleara' when 1he ways tho tools ~ used are 
descn"'bed. in the ciJ.aptm which follow. The desa'iption af the shapes of tho tools will 
also help to darifY matters. 

USaapers 
Soill*'l' are tn.OIIt1y made from ~ ber md are 1181111lly 81QID1d with a 

lit:rF bevel sagle. The eize of the bevelllllgle is not crili~ ~. and sDtDe 
Wmc:n may make it tehaively -n. Like a dliael, the c.mui:Dg edge of a ac;rapc:l" ean 
be skewed, but i11:1111 also be a wriety of other shapes. Some of die mott ""'mw;,n, 
wlili:h a begimu:r may wish to use. are ahown in Dill,grllm 3.2. They ean be made 
from. eil1la: ccbon 8leel. or high speed sloe! and the aam.e abape8 are UJed in both 
materialB. 

3.3Chilels 

---

Square 
nose 

Lett 
skew 

Right 
skew 

Round 
nose 

Half 
round 

Like !IClapas dli.sels are often made fi:om !IIC1Bngular bar but 1he bevels are 
ground dilferen1ly. Chi.sela -'ly have clouble bevels, and 1he bevel angles are 
amaD.er than those normally used on scmpe:rs (see Diagram 3.3). The cutting edge of 
a Ghisel can either be 8101Dld square aa'OSS or it can be sDwed (see Diagram 3.4). 

Ca!bon S!eel cllisels have always been made wilh a R!C1allgUlar croaHeetion. 
High speed. steel skew chisels can also bml a liiC1angU1ar croii!Hecti.on. Some, 
however, are made slightly oval in sec1ioo with one edge rounded. (see Di.a,cJ'am 
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3.5, sec1illll A-A). ID die amallet sizes this can makr: them a llttle fllmsy, 
perticulsrly when they ate made overlong. Ulllil recently 1he Clll1in,g edge of a slrew 
chisel was always ground so that it was 9ll'aigltt (as in Diagmm 3.4} but in recent 

years some tQ:rnc:r3 have made it cum:d (1118 in Diagnan 3.S). 

Square nose chisel 

Section A. A 

.3.4 Pardllg tooll 

<-- Skew 
angle 

Skew chisel 

., 
'· ·· ..... 

A 

'··· 

A 

l'al:li:og too1B an~ narrow cbi•el& In principle, aa their name BUggi'JIItB, ihey an~ used 
fm sepa:ralinS the waate material ftom elthet end of the ftnl!!loed piece of worlt. rn 
practice a.ey have a !llllllbo:r af other 11SOS. They como in a variety of shapes and 
ai.ze!r. 801111; of wbic:h ~shown in diagram 3.6. 

I ;( _________ J I/ 
Fluted Plain (rectangular) 

t .(-·-·-·~ Square 
Waisted 
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3.5 Bowl gouges 
Because bowl gouges are often used with a long overhang between the cutting 

edge and the rest they need to be stiff and strong so that they will not bend or flex in 
use. Books written before high speed steel came into use refer to the 'long and 
strong' bowl gouge. This is a carbon steel gouge which has a deep 'U' section. It has 
been superseded by the high speed steel bowl gouge which is made by milling a flute 
into round bar. This gives a very different cross-section (see Diagram 3.7). 

The long and strong carbon steel bowl gouges were ground so that the cutting 
edge was square to the axis of the tool, as shown in Diagram 3.7. Also shown in this 
diagram is the shape of the a high speed steel bowl gouge. It can be seen that in this 
case the wings are ground back. The way this is achieved is described under 
sharpening below. (See Section 4.4) 

Section A- A 

Section 8- 8 

AI 

q ______ ---------H 
A_j 

Traditional shape of cutting edge of 
carbon steel long and strong bowl 
gouge- forged fabrication 

B-*1 

q ------- --!j 
B~ 

Typical shape of cutting edge of 
high speed steel bowl gouge -
flute milled in round bar 

Diagram 3.7 Bowl gouges 

Sizes normally refer to widths but high speed steel bowl gouges are measured in 
a very peculiar way: from the inside of the flute to the outside of the bar (see Diagram 
3.8). Although these tools have only been available for a few years the reason for the 
way in which they are measured seems to have been lost in the mists of time. 
Anyway, the unfortunate result of this system is that, in effect, here are no standard 
sizes. Differences in the size of the flute in relation to the diameter of the bar can lead 
to very different gouges with the same nominal size. 

Note that it is the size of the flute which really determines the size of the tool. The 
relationship between the size of the flute and the diameter of the bar determines the 
strength of the tool. There are in practice quite substantial differences in this 
relationship between manufacturers and I suggest that when building up a set of bowl 
gouges an attempt should be made to stick to a single brand. 
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1 f-- Measurement of size 

(\_ ~ of high speed \J bowl gouge 

Dflcnm :t.l ~totdleofRSSbowl goage 

3.6 Spindle r;o~o 

CaJbon stile! spindle gouges &Ill fol:ged ftom flat ber to fo:nn 1he c:rosHeetion 
l!bown in I>i.agtam 3.9. High speed steelspiodle gouges can be p:mdnwl in the same 
way blllt !hey are more commonly made by mming lhe ftu.te from rotmd bar in a 
similar way to bowl gouges. The flu!es in spindle gouges are, however, lllll.Cb larger 
than th011e in bowl gouges relaliveto lhe size oflhe bar. Tl1ia provides a s!jnmw tool 
which can ealel' 1he more restricted spe.008 enooUDleled in sp:in.clle taming. The~ 
of the CUirlog ed,p: of a spindle gouge bas lnidiliOII.IIlly been delltribed aa a a 
fingemail shape, that ill, half an ellipse (see Diapm 3.9}. 

Section through 
carbon steel gouge· 
forged fabrication 

3. 7 RAiughillg.olll aouga 

Section through high 
speed steel spindle 
gouge ·flute formed 
by milling 

Shape of nose of 
spindle gouge 

:Rtmgbing gouges are UBed in the pl\'timilllll)' Slage6 of ap:indle nnning (aa deac:ribed 
in Chapter 9) They are normally lll:UCh larger than bowl or sp:in.clle gouges and it ia 
impona:nt to uoto !hey &hould Dm'JI'.' bo 1l8ed to 8hape bowls. They are made by 
fo:rsing Ol'pre!lsins Oat bar iDlo a half-round~ Some~ of high 
speed roughing gouges exteud Che wings a little to fo:nn a 'U' section which t1ari'Js 
01lt sligiDly. 

c......, 

u ~----------~-~ 
Section C. C 

c_l 

Shape of cuHing edge of roughing 
gouge - pressed fabrication 
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3.8 Inter-changeability of gouges 
It is quite common today to fmd a high speed steel bowl gouge used to perform 

the function of a spindle gouge. I do this quite frequently myself. The reason for this 
is that when both types of gouge are made from round bar there is not a lot of 
difference in the shape of the cutting edges. But there is one important difference 
which should be noted: for a given size of cutting tip (which is related to the size of 
the flute) a bowl gouge is very much stronger than a spindle gouge. As a 
consequence, although a bowl gouge may be used for spindle turning a spindle gouge 
should not (normally) be used for bowl turning. 

3.9 The different types of steel 
It is often said that high speed steel tools are easier to sharpen (on a grinding 

wheel) than carbon steel. The justification given for this statement is that it is less 
easy to overheat and soften the edge of a high speed steel tool. Although that is true, 
they also take longer to sharpen (because they are harder) which can make it more 
difficult to get the desired shape. It is also said that high speed steel tools last longer. 
This , too, is true, but they are also a lot more expensive. And how long does one 
want a tool to last? I have been using my 11/4 in carbon steel skew chisel for eighteen 
years and I still have more than half the length left. 

So, we come to a contentious point. Nowadays, some turners will only use high 
speed steel tools, and some stockists do not sell carbon steel tools. Nevertheless, I 
always advise beginners to buy a mixture of high speed and carbon steel tools. 

Because of the edge retaining properties of high speed steel I certainly believe it 
is best for bowl and spindle gouges. The high speed steel bowl gouges are also made 
from round bar which also provides a better shape than the old, forged, carbon steel 
forms. For skew chisels and scrapers I find that the edge retaining qualities ofhigh 
speed steel are not so important. So, for these, I recommend carbon steel; they are 
easier to sharpen, they are cheaper, and they will last as long as necessary. 

3.10 The form of the bevel 
The bevel on cutting tools, ie chisels, gouges and parting tools, must be the 

correct shape: either hollow ground (concave) or flat, it should never be rounded 
(convex). If the bevel on a tool is rounded it will very difficult, if not impossible, to 
use it without digging in. (The reasons for this are explained in detail in Chapter 6.) 
So it is vitally important to get the bevel right. Many novice turners get it wrong; I 
have seen a lot of tools it would be impossible to use successfully. 

There is also the question of the bevel angle to consider. The size ofbevel angles 
is by no means as critical as many pundits would suggest. One aspect of this is that 
bevel angles are often expressed as a precise number of degrees. In practice it is 
pretty well impossible to grind, and to measure, with that degree of accuracy. It 
certainly is not necessary. There is wide disagreement among skilled turners 
regarding the bevel angles for specific tools. For example, one book on my shelves 
suggests that the bevel angle for a skew chisel should be 12° (that is 12.5° on each 
side!) and another suggests that it should be 45°·. The truth of the matter, probably, is 
that skew chisels can be used successfully with bevel angles anywhere between these 
two figures. 

A wide range ofbevel angles can be used on bowl gouges without experiencing 
problems although the most satisfactory angle tends to depend on circumstances. For 
example, it may be necessary to use a bowl gouge with a large bevel angle ( eg 60°) 
to turn the bottom of the inside of a deep bowl. However, a bevel angle of 40° to 45° 
will serve for many circumstances. Other angles can be experimented with when the 
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turner feels inclined. In general slightly smaller bevel angles can be recommended 
for spindle gouges. If the spindle gouge is to be used for cutting beads then a small 
bevel angle is required so that the tool can be introduced into small spaces. 

Generally speaking, however, I believe that tools with relatively large bevel 
angles are easier for the novice to use than the reverse. Tools with small bevel angles 
tend to be 'grab by', that is to say they have a tendency to bite into the wood. This is 
particularly true of chisels. In my view most manufacturers supply chisels with the 
bevel ground to too small an angle. For my students I grind the chisels to a bevel 
angle of around 45°. But any angle between 35° and 45° will be satisfactory. 

3.11 The minimum kit of tools 
I would say that the minimum number of tools required to start with is ten. I 

bought a boxed set of that number when I started turning, more by luck than 
judgement, and I have never found any reason to think that was a wrong decision. 
The beginners set of mixed high speed and carbon steel tools I would recommend is 
made up as follows: 
ffigb speed steel 

• 3 I 8 in. bowl gouge 

• 1 I 4 in. bowl gouge 

• 112 in. spindle gouge 

• 1 I 4 in. spindle gouge 

Carbon steel 

• 3 I 4 in. roughing gouge 

• 11 I 4 in. skew chisel 

• 11 I 4 in. square nose scraper 

• 112 in. square nose scraper 

• 3 I 4 in. round nose scraper 

• 318 in. square beading and parting tool 

• 118 in. plain parting tool 

It will have been noticed that this list contains 11 tools. This is because have 
added the 11s in. plain parting tool to my original list- it is a very useful tool. My 
choice of a carbon steel skew chisel may surprise and irritate a lot of turners. The 
oval, high speed steel, skew chisel has many devotees. I can only say that I am not 
enthralled with it, but that is probably a personal idiosyncrasy. 
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Chapter 4: Sharpening tools 

4.1 The grinder 
Once some tools have been acquired they must be sharpened correctly. To do 

this a grinder will be required. All that most amateurs need is a relatively cheap 
machine with two 6in. wheels, a coarse and a fine. At the time of writing new 
machines can be purchased for as little as £20. More expensive machines with water 
cooled wheels are available but these entail unnecessary additional expenditure. 

4.2 The type of wheel 
It is likely that a cheap grinder will be supplied with two Carborundum wheels, 

which are grey in colour. The coarse wheel will probably be 30 grit and the fme 
wheel 60 grit. These wheels will be suitable for sharpening carbon steel tools but, if 
high speed steel tools are to be used, then the 60 grit wheel should be replaced by one 
made of aluminium oxide. This is often called a white wheel because of its colour. 
These wheels work satisfactorily with carbon steel as well so they can be used for 
both types of tool. It would be worth asking the suppliers if they can provide the 
machine with an aluminium oxide wheel; if the change is made by the purchaser the 
Carborundum wheel is redundant and is a waste of money. 

Another, important reason, for asking the supplier to change the wheel is that, by 
law, wheels should be fitted only by someone who has been correctly trained to do 
so and has a certificate to prove it. A damaged grinding wheel, such as one which is 
cracked because it has been dropped or badly fitted, is a very dangerous object. 
Grinding wheels can, and do, explode into pieces in use. Since the operator will 
probably be standing in the firing line when this happens the results can be horrific. 
Such accidents are rare, but it pays to be careful. 

A new wheel will have a label attached which gives the specification. The wheel 
I bought for my machine is marked as follows: 180x25x31.75 BA60PV. The first 
three figures refer to the size of the wheel in millimetres. The first letter (B) is the 
makers own mark. The second letter (A) indicates the type of abrasive. 'A' stands 
for aluminium oxide If it was 'C' it would be Carborundum (ie silicon carbide). The 
number (60) indicates the grit size. The third letter (P) indicates the hardness of the 
non-abrasive material which binds the grit into the wheel. This ranges from 'E' 
which is soft, to 'Z' which is hard. The binding material on my wheel is therefore 
right in the middle of the range so it is of medium hardness. The final letter (V) 
indicates the nature of the binding material. In this case 'V' stands for vitrified. It 
could also be 'R' for rubber or 'E' for shellac. 

4.3 Dressing the wheel 
In order to reduce the possibility of overheating the tool, and to make the 

sharpening process as efficient as possible, the grinding wheel must be kept in good 
condition. If it is not dressed regularly the edges of the silicon carbide or aluminium 
oxide granules in the wheel lose their edges and the little crevices between them get 
filled with particles of dust. This gives the surface a glazed appearance which can be 
seen when the light strikes it at the an angle. In this condition the wheel is inefficient 
and satisfactory sharpening is difficult, if not impossible. 

There are a number of devices used for dressing a wheel. One of these is called 
a star wheel. Personally, I dislike this device intensely because it seems so crude and 
dangerous. This leaves two alternatives: a Carborundum stick or a diamond tool. A 
Carborundum stick is cheap and effective. It is used with the machine running: with 
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the stick supported by the tool rest, one of the edges at the end is passed fmnly across 
the face of the wheel so as to remove the glazed surface. A diamond dressing tool 
can be somewhat more expensive but it does the job very efficiently. A simple little 
jig may be required to ensure that the diamond is passed across the wheel so as to 
give a smooth, square, surface. 

4.4 Using the grinder 
The ability to produce a sharp edge on a tool is a very important aspect of 

turning. Unfortunately there is even less uniformity of method in sharpening than 
there is in turning itself. If the opportunity can be taken to watch a variety of turners' 
sharpening tools, either at demonstrations or on videos, it will be seen that some very 
different methods are used. 

Many novice turners fmd sharpening on the grinding wheel difficult. The 
problem is in achieving a well formed bevel without burning the tool. Various aids, 
such as the use of special jigs, can be used to help hold the tool at the correct angle 
but these do have certain disadvantages. They can be slow and awkward to use and 
the turner can come to rely on them to an undesirable extent. Ifhe should find himself 
in a situation away from his own workshop, without his usual aids, he may be unable 
to sharpen his tools satisfactorily. It is better to learn how to sharpen your tools 
without any special devices. Having said that, however, it is vital that beginners 
should be confident that their tools are sharp and correctly ground; if it is found that 
some kind of jig is necessary to ensure this, then use one. More information on the 
correct form for the bevel is given in Chapter 3, Section 10.3, and in Chapter 6. 

My own methods (which may be a little unusual) are as follows. The only tool I 
support directly on the tool rest is the scraper. I set the rest so that scrapers can be 
laid flat on it at the correct angle. A scraper can then be sharpened very quickly with 
just a touch on the wheel. The other tools, chisels and gouges, I hold high on the 
wheel with the underneath hand (my left) supported by the rest. 

These methods can be employed more readily if the tools rest is bigger than those 
normally fitted to small grinders and made so that its angle can be adjusted. If the 
rest is reasonably long it makes it easier to sharpen chisels as the hands can then be 
slid backwards and forwards along it. As a consequence it is necessary to modify the 
rest on many machines. 

High speed steel bowl gouges should pose no special problems. Because they are 
made from round bar a satisfactory shape can be obtained merely by rotating them 
in the fmgers along their central axis with the bevel resting on the wheel at the correct 
angle. This produces a cone shape at the end with the flute cutting through it; the 
required edge shape is then created automatically. 

Spindle gouges are a little more difficult to grind because, to produce the finger 
nail shape, the handle has to be swung from side to side as the tool is rotated along 
its axis. This requires some practice. 

4.5 Overheating the tool 
When grinding all tools only the very lightest weight should be applied in order 

to avoid overheating the edge. Very often the weight of the tool on the grinding 
wheel provides enough pressure. Prolonged contact between the wheel and the tool 
should be avoided for the same reason. If considerable reshaping of a tool is required 
then it must be cooled by dipping the tip in water at frequent intervals. Overheating 
becomes apparent when the metal turns blue. When this happens to high speed steel 
it is not too much of a problem since the steel will not have been softened. But when 
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it happens to carbon steel it means that the temper will have been taken out of the 
steel and the tool will not hold its edge. 

4.6 To hone or not to bone 
After sharpening on the grinder tools can be honed with a whetstone. I have 

found this to be a contentious area. When done by a skilled practitioner honing can 
save time and prolong the life of the tool. Nevertheless, I do not recommend honing 
to the beginner. When it is not done skilfully it is very easy to spoil the shape of the 
bevel by making it slightly convex at the tip. 

It may be noted too, that most professional turners in the UK prefer not to hone 
their tools; they use them straight from the grinding wheel. There are two reasons for 
this, I think. One is that they find grinding quick and convenient. The other is that a 
ground edge may, in practice, cut better than one that is honed. I sometimes make 
some very thin turnings which require very sharp tools; I have tried honing my tools 
for this but I have never found that it makes any improvement. It may well be that 
the slightly serrated edge left by the grinder makes it easier for the tool to slice 
through the fibres of the wood. 

There are occasions when a slip stone should be used. When a gouge is 
sharpened on the grinding wheel a burr is often left on the top of the edge, ie in the 
flute. This can prevent the tool from cutting properly; the burr can be taken off with 
a few strokes of a suitable slip stone. 

In thinking about honing account should be taken of the fact that turning is a 
power assisted process. Consequently, the requirements are not the same as for 
woodcarving, for instance. The woodcarver has only his own muscles to apply and 
the work is often very delicate. He does find that honing leads to more satisfactory 
results. 

Let us assume, for the sake of argument, that honing a turning tool can provide 
a sharper edge. The question is: how long will a very fine edge last when applied to 
hardwoods rotating at relatively high speeds? The friction and the heat generated in 
this process can destroy a very fine edge in no time at all. It may be thought that 
going to the grinder every time a tool needs shatpening will lead to tools being worn 
away very quickly. In practice this is not a great problem. Once the turner becomes 
proficient in grinding all that is required is just a short, light, touch on the wheel. 

4.7 Safety 
Potentially, a grinder is a very dangerous machine. However, if it used with due 

consideration safety should not be a problem. The need to take care when a new 
wheel is fitted has already been mentioned. The other principal danger, when the 
wheel is in use, is that particles of metal can be thrown off with sufficient force to 
penetrate the eyeball. As a consequence eye protection should always be used: either 
safety glasses or a full face mask should be worn. Similar care should also be taken 
when dressing a wheel. 

It should be recognised that a grinder will go on revolving long after it has been 
switched off whilst being relatively quiet. It remains dangerous in this state not only 
to the operator but also to anybody else, particularly a child, who might come into 
the workshop and unintentionally put their hand on the machine. 
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Chapter 5: Safety 

5.1 Introduction 

We are getting near the point when we can put a piece of wood in the lathe, 
switch on and start practising. But before we do that there are a number of important 
points regarding safety which need to be considered. It should be noted, however, 
that serious accidents from woodturning activities are relatively rare. Nonetheless, 
very few human activities are completely risk free and it is sensible to obtain as 
complete an understanding as possible of where possible dangers may lie in 
woodturning. What we need to be concerned with principally are those accidents 
which can cause serious hurt or disablement. In the following I will look at those 
areas where there is potential danger. 

5.2 Clothing 

The danger with clothing lies in the possibility that it might be caught in the lathe 
or the work-piece at it revolves. As a consequence all clothing should be relatively 
tight fitting. Ties should not be worn, and there should be no loose cuffs, or anything 
of a similar nature, which might get caught up. Unless watches are covered by 
clothing they should be removed, as should rings, necklaces and other items of 
jewellery. There is also the possibility of injury to the feet. Since I dropped a large 
bowl blank on my toes I have thought it a good idea to wear safety shoes. Sandals 
and even trainers are inadvisable. 

5.3 Hair 

Long hair should be kept carefully under control when near any machinery. I 
have never heard of it happening to a woodturner but in engineering workshops 
people have been scalped because their hair has been caught in machinery. 

5.4 Eyes 

Some sort of protection for the eyes is desirable, at the very least safety glasses 
should be worn. As I normally wear glasses with plastic lenses I tend to rely on these 
under most circumstance. However, if, when turning, I think there is particular 
danger of a loose piece of wood or bark flying off I put on a full face mask. As an 
extra precaution I also stand out of the firing line. Eye protection is also very 
necessary when using the grinder. There is always a possibility that a fragment of 
metal or other debris may be flung off the wheel. This is particularly likely when 
dressing the wheel. 

5.5 Wood dust and toxicity 

Wood dust, particularly fine dust, is an almost invisible but insidious hazard. 
Long-term exposure to wood dust can have effects on the eyes, nose, throat, lungs 
and skin. Effects on the eyes include: soreness, watering and conjunctivitis. Those 
on the nose include: rhinitis (runny nose), violent sneezing, blockage and (very 
rarely) nasal cancer. The effects on the lungs include: breathing difficulties, 
impairment of lung function and the triggering of asthma attacks. There have been 
instances where the inhalation of wood dust has had whole body effects such as 
headache, thirst, nausea, visual disturbance, drowsiness, anaemia and hepatitis. 

The long-term effects are likely to concern only professional turners who have 
been working at the craft for a relatively long period. Nevertheless, some of the 
effects described above, such as sneezing, can occur after short-term exposure. I 
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have suffered from a sore throat and cold-like symptoms after a few days in the dusty 
conditions of a woodworking exhibition. 

Relatively short exposure to wood dust, such as that which may be experienced 
by amateur turners, can also have irritant effects on the skin which can lead to nettle 
rashes or irritant dermatitis. Symptoms usually only persist as long as the affected 
skin site remains in contact with the dust. Similar, and more worrying effects, can 
result from the development of allergic dermatitis caused by contact with the dust of 
specific wood species. Asthma can also be caused as a similar specific allergic 
reaction. Once sensitised the skin or lungs may react severely if subsequently 
exposed even to very small amounts of dust from the specific species. 

As far as woodtuming is concerned wood dust is mostly produced by sanding, 
particularly power sanding, on the lathe, as well as by cutting wood on the band-saw. 
Dust is also raised by sweeping and cleaning-up. Any turner who wears glasses will 
know that when these operations are taking place the lenses quickly become covered 
in dust. This is what one is breathing unless precautions are taken. 

The most dangerous dust is the fmest dust. This fme dust is so light it will hang 
in the air for a long period after the activity which produced it has ceased. Ideally an 
efficient dust extraction system which will remove the smallest particles should be 
fitted. But many amateurs, and those who spend only a limited amount of time 
turning, will be not be able to justify such expense. In that case some form of dust 
mask, or a battery powered respirator, should be worn. 

Protection against allergic reactions to wood dust is very difficult to achieve. 
Fortunately, for most of us, it is relatively uncommon. Those ofus who have not 
suffered in this way should not be smug, however, because an allergy can strike 
without warning and once sensitised the victim will always remain allergic. There 
is a mitigating factor in that these allergies, as mentioned above, are specific to 
particular species. The answer for those who have become allergic to a species is to 
try to avoid using it. 

Another possible danger from dust is that of frre or explosion. Explosions 
caused by wood dust are not unknown but I have never heard of them occurring in a 
woodturner's work-shop. Where the latter is concerned, one place where high 
enough concentrations of dust might occur is within a dust extraction system, 
particularly if there are positions where dust might collect. 

Fine dust gets everywhere in a work-shop including electrical fittings such as 
plugs and switches. It is conceivable that a spark might ignite such dust when it 
could smoulder for some time before bursting into flame. Fire and explosion from 
such causes are unlikely perhaps, but it is well to be aware of the possibility. 

5.6 Noise 

Noise can also create a long-term hazard. Persistent exposure to loud noise can 
result in deafness. Generally speaking, woodturning is not a noisy occupation, but 
there can be occasions when it and allied activities such as powered sawing, 
particularly with a chain-saw, can produce high sound levels. On such occasions it 
is a wise precaution to wear ear protection. 

5. 7 Physical fitness 

There are some books on woodtuming that advise one never to work when tired. 
This really is a counsel of perfection. Only in an ideal world would it be possible to 
follow that advice. The use of alcohol is another matter. Using any machinery after 
drinking should be avoided. 
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5.8 Guards 

Guards, particularly those over pulleys on the lathe and on band-saws, are fitted 
not only to protect the operator from an absent minded action, or slip, but also to 
protect other people who may come into the work shop. They should be used. 

Lathes are sometimes used in public places, such as craft fairs, where guards and 
safety screens are even more important. I have seen a lathe at a craft fair used with 
no guards over the pulleys and nothing to keep the public at a safe distance. That is 
irresponsible. I have also seen a turner at a craft fair wearing a face screen to protect 
himself but with no safety screen to protect the public. In such circumstances clear 
polycarbonate plastic safety screens should be fitted. Polycarbonate is very strong, 
in contrast acrylic is unsuitable because it can shatter under impact. 

5.9 Turning speeds 

If the turner is in any doubt about which speed to use the lower option should 
always be selected first. The danger from excessive speed is that the work -piece, or 
bits of it, may be flung from the lathe. The biggest danger is from a work -piece that 
is badly split or is built up from glued up pieces (such as stave work). I once had an 
extremely painful blow on the arm from a large oak platter which split into two 
pieces as I was taking a cut. I was lucky - a piece might have hit me in the face or 
some other vulnerable area. I have also heard more than one story about the 
disintegration of built-up work. Where any danger of such mishaps is perceived a 
low speed should be selected. 

Quite frequently pieces of scrap wood are glued to the work-piece as a means of 
mounting it on a face plate, or chuck, to prevent screw marks appearing in the 
finished piece. It is tempting to use plywood or MDF (medium density fibreboard) 
for this purpose. This should be avoided if the work-piece is of any size. Both of 
these materials tend to be very weak across the layers and may split under load. The 
use of paper in the glue joint is often recommended for the reason that it makes it 
easier to separate the waste piece from the finished work. For that very reason this 
technique should be used only be on relatively small jobs. 

5.10 Checking the work-piece 

When starting a new piece of spindle turning care should be taken to ensure that 
the work-piece is held firmly. Subsequently, the work-piece should be checked from 
time to time to make sure that it has not worked loose. 

5.11 Adjustment of the tool rest 

Whenever a new work-piece is fitted to the lathe it should be rotated by hand 
before switching on to ensure that any projections will not catch on the tool rest. 
Whenever adjustments are to be made to the tool rest the lathe should be switched 
off. Before switching the lathe back on the work-piece should again be rotated by 
hand. 

5.12 Polishing 

A possible source of danger to the hands is the use of cloth for polishing. When 
a piece of rag is used, particularly a piece with loose strands where it has been tom, 
it can get caught in the rough wood where the work-piece has been partially parted 
off. When this happens the cloth is wrapped tightly around the wood in a fraction of 
a second. Consequently, when cloth is used, it should be held loosely in the hand so 
that if it is caught it will pull out easily. It should defmitely not be wrapped around 
the hand. It is best not to use cloth at all, many turners now use paper towel for 
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applying finish and polishing. It is readily available, cheap and, above all, safe. If 
it does catch on the wood it just tears. 

5.13 Precautions against a dig-in 

Fear, and the muscular tension which accompanies it, can inhibit the novice 
twner. If the beginner is very afraid of a dig-in, and what happen as a consequence, 
he can make arrangements for the drive to slip (like a clutch) if unusual resistance is 
encountered. On some lathes it is possible to run the lathe with a loose belt. Where 
this is not possible the work-piece can be driven with a solid cone centre or ring 
centre. In this case a rotating centre must be used at the tailstock end. Either of these 
arrangements will permit the drive to slip if there is extra resistance. 

5.14 Use of the correct tools 

It should become clear from the instructions which follow in subsequent sections 
of this book that successful twning will only result from the use of the right tools for 
the job. The use of the wrong tools, or the right tools in the wrong way, can also be 
dangerous. The instructions given should be followed with care. 

5.15 The use of other machinery 

lbis is not the place to comment on the safe use of all the additional machinery 
which might be used by the wood turner. There are, however, three machines which 
can be considered, two of which are very commonly used, ie the grinder and the 
band-saw, and one which is used from time to time which is potentially extremely 
dangerous. The main safety precautions to be taken in relation to the grinder are 
covered in Chapter 4 and should be referred to there. 

I am not qualified to comment on all the safety precautions which should be 
taken with a band-saw. Nonetheless, there are a number of things I have become 
aware of through experience. Full use should be made of the safety guard. This 
should always be brought down as close to the work as possible. Like a grinder the 
a band-saw will continue to run after it has been switched off. Consequently, after 
completing a cut I make a practice of pulling the guard down to table level. 
Obviously the fingers should be kept as far away from the blade as possible, push 
sticks are a must. 

It is often necessary to cut pieces of wood of an irregular shape. These can 
include burrs and limb wood. Because of lack of support under the blade the work 
can be caught by the teeth and given an sudden. uncontrollable, jerk. As a result the 
fingers could be brought into contact with the blade. Even if this does not happen 
the fingers can be injured by being caught under the work - I once lost a fmger nail 
when this happened when I was attempting to cut a small log. Some means of safely 
supporting such pieces of work should be found. 

The tool to be treated with the utmost respect is the chain saw. This is not the 
place to go into the safe use of this tool. Anyone preparing to use this tool should 
ensure that they are aware of all the hazards it presents, and that they make use of 
the appropriate safety measures and clothing. 

5.16 A clear floor space 

Wherever there is machinery there is the danger that someone will trip up and 
put their hand on moving parts. Because of this the floor of a work shop should 
always be kept clear. 
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5.17 Fire 

Fires do occur in work-shops. They may not be a source of personal danger but 
they are a hazard which could result in damage to property and equipment. 
Particularly in timber work shops naked lights and inflammable materials should be 
handled with care. An eye should also be kept open for the possibility of electrical 
faults. Cloth or paper soaked in finishing materials such as cellulose or oil can ignite 
by means of spontaneous combustion if collected together in sufficient 
concentration. I make sure that each piece has thoroughly dried out before binning 
it. 

5.18 Conclusion 

This chapter turned out to be much longer than I expected when I began writing 
it. But I make no apology for labouring the point. Serious accidents to woodturners 
are uncommon and are no more likely to occur than accidents to people undertaking 
other relatively 'safe' activities. I used to know two people who had accidents 
playing table tennis; one broke his jaw and the other his ankle. If we were deterred 
from such activities because of the fear of an accident then we would not do anything 
and miss a lot of pleasure. Having said that, it should be acknowledged that the 
possibility of an accident can be greatly reduced by knowing where the dangers may 
lie. My two table tennis playing friends could have avoided some serious 
discomfiture if one had been aware of the danger of slipping on water on the floor 
and the other of a brick lying in the comer of the room. 

Please note: much of the information in Section 5.5 (Wood dust and toxicity) 
has been drawn from the Health and Safety Executive sheet on Toxic Woods. 
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Part Two 

Some Important Theoretical Points 
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Chapter 6: Making the cut 

6.1 General introduction 

This chapter, and the one which follows, deals with the general way in which the 
turning tool is controlled so as to produce a good clean cut. This should leave the 
wood with a smooth surface unmarred by tom fibres. In later chapters instructions 
will be given on how to perform the specific operations by which the range of basic 
shapes, which form the fundamentals of woodturning, are produced. A description 
of these basic forms (or cuts )is given in Chapter 8. This present chapter is concerned 
with the factors which are common to all these operations. 

In considering these factors we will start with the position of the body and end 
with thoughts on the direction of the cut in relation to the grain of the wood in the 
following progression: 

• the position of the body (the stance) 

• the way the tool is held in the hands (the grip) 

• the attitude of the tool (the rubbing bevel) 

• the way the correct attitude of the tool is maintained 

• the direction of the cut in relation to the grain. 
This analysis will focus on the use of cutting tools, eg chisels and gouges. Some 

thought will be given to the use of scrapers in a later chapter 

6.2 The correct stance 

When frrst learning to tum it is vital to adopt the correct stance. There are two 
main reasons for this. One is that the turner will be standing at the lathe for long 
periods - the adoption of the correct stance will help to reduce the fatigue that this 
entails. The other, with which we are particularly concerned here, is that much of 
the control of the turning tools comes not only from the hands but also from body 
movements. Often, when making a cut, the body and the hands should move as one. 
It will be found from experience that it is much easier to maintain the tool in the 
correct attitude if the body forms a firm platform for the hands. 

Initially, when the turner is preparing to make a cut on a work piece held between 
centres, the body should be balanced on both feet with the legs and trunk more or less 
vertical without any twist. If the top half of the body is bent over very far then it will 
not be long before backache sets in. The position of the feet is important; they need 
to be close to the lathe so that the turner can reach the rest without bending very 
much. The position ofthe feet also determines the orientation of the body in relation 
to the axis of the lathe. A slightly oblique position is suggested; that is to say a line 
drawn through the shoulders should cut the axis of the lathe at an angle of somewhere 
around 15 degrees. So the feet need to be a little distance apart and pointing in the 
correct direction (see Diagram 6.1). 

The stance should also be compact with the elbows kept close to the sides of the 
body. Because of this the right hand (of a right handed person)should be positioned 
to hold the tool just below the ferrule. Tool handles are usually made considerably 
longer than required for many operations. When the right hand is held too far back 
the elbow is pushed away from the body, ie behind and to the side. If this happens 
there is little to stop it wobbling around out of control and the necessary movements 
of the wrist and fingers are seriously inhibited. The forearm should be kept in line 
with the tool so that the fingers, and the wrist, can easily rotate the tool around its 
axis. 

In carrying out a cut movement must take place. But, as far as is practical, the 
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movement should be confmed to the body rather than the hands or arms. In carrying 
out the planing cut, for example (see Chapter 11) the tool is traversed along the work 
piece by means of a sideways movement of the complete body. 

Parallel 
with axis of lathe 

Diagram 6.1 The position of the feet 

Let's take a detailed look at the situation of a right-handed person making such 
a cut from right to left. The feet are positioned so that the body is in the oblique 
position with the right side furthest from the lathe. At the commencement of the cut 
the weight of the body is shifted onto the right foot with the body leaning slightly to 
the right. As the cut is made, and the tool is moved along the wood, the weight of 
the body is transferred from the right foot onto the left so that the body is leaning in 
that direction. Whilst this action is being carried out the body should not be allowed 
to twist and the upper arms should maintain a constant position in relation to the 
trunk. The movement of the lower arms and the hands should be limited to the extent 
of keeping the tool in the necessary attitude. 

It must be emphasised that the above description is only meant to give an 
approximate indication of the required stance and accompanying movement. Each 
turner should take up a stance which he fmds comfortable. This description has been 
applied to turning between centres but the general idea behind it also applies to end 
grain and bowl turning- that is to say, in these activities as well the body must do as 
much of the work as possible. Generally speaking the stance should also be compact 
but bowl gouges have long handles and the turner may stand somewhat further away 
from the lathe. Then the right hand, holding the end of the handle, may be allowed 
to rest on the body somewhere in the region of the hip. 

6.3 The grip 

This leads to the question of the grip. In the case of the left hand there are two 
basic ways of holding the tool: the overhand grip and the underhand grip. I tend to 
alternate between one and the other according to circumstances. It is difficult to 
specify what these circumstances are but they are not critical. The novice should 
experiment to see which seems to be the most comfortable in various situations. 

With the overhand grip the hand is on top of the tool and normally all the fingers 
are wrapped around the blade with the thumb underneath and the palm facing 
downwards. With the underhand method there are two possible grips. One is similar 
to the overhand grip but with the hand underneath and the palm facing upwards. In 
the other, which is used when more sensitivity and control is required, the hand is 
positioned underneath but the blade is held just by tip of the forefinger and the 
thumb. As the tool is manoeuvred the tips of some of the other fingers may come 
into play. 
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In !he eaao of !he opt hand tJJ,m, is a simi1m: c:hoi~ between lho palm grip, 
whm; lhe fi:oger& arc wntpped IIWIUid the handle lll!d lhe palm is in ~ with it, 
illld 1he fiDger grip, whm; the handle is held betwea~. lhe lipt of the fi:ogl::rB iiDd 1be 
1ip of !he 1humb. The fiogll:r grip is motl1ly used on &p:indlo work when IICII8ili.rity 
illld ooatrol are ~ fen: !he moe delicalo wodl:, auch u euuiog a 8lllall. bead. 
This grip is diflicult to maslcl' and lhe novioc iB adviaed to use die palm grip. 

6.4 Controlllng the cut 
Having loobd at the~ and the way the tool is gxipp;d we D11WneeO to look 

at the position in which 1he tool ahwld be held ao 83 to p:rodil~ 11 dean c;ut. Wood 
~best when the fihres ae e~ cl=ll.y and not ripped out oflhe wood. 1'hie is 
adrieved by keeping 1be bevel of a sbup eutting tool in collllle:t with lhe wood, i.e. 
bqling the bevel rubbing in shm. As will be iihowD lalcl' it is impoitaat to wt with 
the grain aa Dlil.ch 83 poeaible. 

How is tho oontact between tho wood and the bevel mailltained? Diagram 6.2 shows 
a properly ground tool with the ll!ldenide of the bevel com:dly positioned, flat on 
the wood. In tbis pollilionthe bevel ie 9llid to be 'rubbing'. Asabown in the diagram 
dun are two 1ine8 ac:tiog on~ lip of !he tool. Foroe A~ dlo R~sislanoe 
of the wood to be cut whil:h wlhe effea of }m8hing down lhe cutting edge into 1be 
wood. Force B represent~ the II'JSi.stanoe of the wood to the flat of the bevol 

Force A 

Point X 
Force 8 PointY 

In many circum.lltancee, if tbe tool is maintained in file attitude shown, force B 
a:ndthedownwmd~offoroeA811dwiDbevi:rtnallyequalandthetoolwill 
cut 8:111001hly with the lltm::l' bavinJ to do lillie other than push the tool al0t13. rt is 
often po68ible fur 1111 gperic:noed. IUDia: to make a cut WliDg only OILC hmd (on 1be 
handle). At other time~~, however, ~e of the uneven~ of the wood. 
the tool may have a telldcncy to bounce. In Ibis caae the tumer may have to ~pply 
- downwanl fon:e in Older to bop the '-'1 in coll.1act with !he wood. 

How is the couect attitude of the tool maintained? Let uslhink fiM of all about 
lhe situation fa.ced by a w~erwho is~ lhe tool a!OIIJ with his hmda. 1'1 
~ be 11ee11 from Diagram 6.2 that if lhe tip of the lutodle is moved down in 1be 
dUwlion of ta:ZVW C the tool will piwt abtJUt point Y (the heel of the bevel), 1be 
cutting edge wiD tift, &ld the depth of cut will be redlll:ed. If, on the odtel' hand 1be 
handle is raised, point Y wiD lit\ off md 1be ~ edge will go deqlel' into 1be 
wood, eo laking 11 bit~Jer eut. If this~ is not t.,inatCld the edge will COillinue 
to billy ilielfin !he wood. In order to tqjllin the con1rolthe QiiVC!' will have to lawea' 
his hltllds 1lllill point A is again in contact with lhe wood illld the bevel is l.'llbfnng. 
In mO'Yi:og his hrmd!l up md down to conii:Ol tho depth of <:Ut tho CCV&' iB in etm<:t 
Wliag the keJ. of dl;; bevel aa a fuktum. 
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The sihurtiaft is very mucll the 88Dle fur the turner except that be bas In 11.9e !be 
toolmt ID help bim IDOO!Ili'Ol the tool Because ofthlaoomml is exerted not just be 
misill,g 01' lowerib,g the haldle but also by making !1111811 adjUBtmems to the llliiOIIIIt 
of the tool ertmcting O'VI!:61he tool resl The 1alber adJustments are very subtle and 
tend to be po 6wmed .utomAiiWJ.y by the~ IIUDel'. The way to pin this 
skill is not ID thiDk about the poilition of the tool in relalin!!. to the tool rest but, 
mstesd, to fDcu.s attention on 1he UBe of the bevel 

6.5 PrGbleiD!I caui!Cd by a badly aharpened tool 

On all cutting tools the bnelmust either be fiat or ooacave (ie hollow ground}; 
it must 111M!' be oonva. Two of the pldllems cremd by rounding oft' the bevd of 
a tool whm sharpening are illuslnlles PartAin Di.agram63. One is thattheeffilctive 
bevel Bng!e ia greatly inaeased, 80 n:docin,g the efficiency of the tool; !be other is 
that there is a very good chance that when the major pert of the bevel is rubbing !be 
tool will DOt out at all Part B of this diagram shaw& that in order ID get the tool In 
cut the heel of the br:n:l will b&ve ID be lifted well clear of the aur:liwe.. rn this 
pollilillll the CUII:!Dg ed,ge has very I!We support from the bevel and lslilrely ID force 
illl way into the wood, producing a 'dig in'. Clesrly, unle&~ the bevel of the tool is 
either flat or hollow ground the tool will be difficult to conlml 

8 

Dlil&nua 6.3 A blutl:y lllaupellal. toal. 

6.6 The concept of1be rabbiJig bevel 

In the forcgoillg I have 11:feaccl to the o.:cd to keep the bevel t1at (ac, rubbiDg) on 
the wood. For 0011'YI:IIicacc it ha& also been a.smmy:d IIW !he wood is flat. On a flat 
~of wood either the whole of the bevel must rub Ol'none of it. But on a cuxvcd 
piece of wood (andmotJtlllll'facee ofa pi-ofsumery BIC curved) it woold seem to 
bo imposBiblo fur the wholo of tho of tho bovCil to rub. On an inaide curve, o.g. on 1bo 
inllido of a bowl, !here w.iJl. bo <Xlll1act at two poiDIII, on tho cuUiD,g odge and on 1bo 
hoe!. In 1heory, oo 811 out9ide curve only a small part of !he bevel, 1bat adjaccm ID 
tho cuUiD,g odge, C8ll bo in ~with the wood. Neverlbole1111, it can bo argued that 
tho conellpt of the rubb:ing bevel is ao.e of the most impollllllt in tho woodluming 
process. 

Some yc:m ago there wa.s a debale in one of the woodwud;ing 'IDllgazim:a (in 1he 
UK) ~ecm. two~ tiJ:raeis; one of them inaiSied th.atlbo bcvel111111t mb 
all of the lim~; the other diaagrced Btrollgly. 
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The CNX of1his qumem depends, not surprisingly, on what is meant by the 
bevel: Is it the whole of the bevel orOIII.y a. small pmtion oflt? On en lns:!de curve 
lhe two poinll!l referred to above,. ie the edge end Cbe heel, should be in contact. On 
an OQ!aide ~e the bevel ehouJd lie on the m"Bellt to the eurfil.Qe 111 the poin1 beinB 
cut (see Diagnan 6.4). In tiUI:h a ca.se lhe bevd is providing leas 1188iallll1ce to the 
QO!ltrol oflhe cut. 

As a conseque.oce it is easy for file ~er to lapse inlo a SCIIIping a.ctiao, 
pmti.cularly with the 100gbing gouge. For this re&.~~on, when spindle llll'lling it is 
often found beneficial to hold the cutting edge of the tool 111 an engle to the axis of 
the lathe whilllt movillg the tool in the direc1i011. in whicb it ill poillting (see Section 
10.3). This has the effect of Rattening file CILihatule of the wood; as OOil.!leqlleD.oe the 
bevd baa more wpp01t. 

+ 

11:1a1nm 6A n.e be'nl rabblng oa a. oa1lllde nnoe 

'1bere is, however, a p:ractiall aspect of this which needs to be c.onsicJerecl. This 
is that the wood is often soft enough to defOIIll sligbll.y under the fon:e of the cut. 
As a COMeqllt.OCe if1he CIII'Vll.lllre of the wood ill DOt too great the bevel is pre!ISed 
into the wood, so making gteahll oontact. The effect ofthii can often be seen in the 
way lhe wood ill burnished !111100th. Sametimes the aMOfh fillish will be slighlly 
OlJI:a'ed by scraiJ:h.ell made by the heel of file brn:l where it has been pn:ued into the 
wood. This is proof (if any ill required) that the btm:l has been rubbing along ell of 
i!Blength. 

Some qualification of the te:an 'ruhbing' is reqainld • what it really means is 
teqring the bevel ftaton 1hewood. rtcloesl!Otmeen that itshoaldalways bepre!ISed 
dawn hard on the wood. Sometimes it is -~my fur the bevel to just bnulh the 
wood. 
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Chapter 7: The effect of grain and other faeton on the cut 

7.11DtrodudloD. 
In the pmrioua dllrpter, in thinking lbou1 the we.y the tuol wts, three iwpo<la01 

fiu:tms were lr:wpon.Wy ipKed. Thcae me : 

• the que81ion of grain and it& direction 
• the tv"l!lion of the work-piece 
• the fact that the rotting edge is often held at an angle to the direction in 

which tho wood is movin,g (tho sliciq cut} 

7.2 The concept of gralu. 
The cells of the wood, which tah; the fulm of hollow cylinden, join togeCh« to 

form !!lnnds of fibres which lie in a uniflllm direction which ia more or leas axial 
either to the lnltlk ar to il8 ofr.hoota. The l&y of the film::B is wmm.ODI.y refcm:d to 
8.8 the 'gram'. 

Long grain A 

-- ---

8 

Diagram 7.1 shows ablookofwoodin which the gmin is Nllllinglongitu.dinaD:y. 
Three toola are shown as if about to make Cll!8 in the direotions indicaled by lbe 
IU'IUWS.. These illustrate the three pr:im.ary fu:ans of cut; a.s defined in the oomm.on 
e:xpreuions ot. 

• cuUins along the pin (A); 
• cuttbl,g across the grain (B}; 
• cuttiDg eod gmin (C). 

In praclice of~. ~y in wuodhnning, th.ete is 1111 infinite range of 
Vlltialions on thcee Cll!8. Not onJy Clltl p.y ITQti!W of~ potJiliOII& between 
tho!K' llhown Ill; 1aken up but the edj:e of the tuol does DOt necesBIIrily have to be held 
at 90 degrees to the direc!ion in whic:h the wood ia moving. 

Itahould be!liliM that in Dia,gram 7.1 the wood is -=ed to be stati011.111:y ll!ld 
the tool to be maring. Ofu:o, in wondhMJi"B both the wood and the tool are ttKrring. 
b1ll with the wood moving &sa thm the tooL For the P112PO!Iell of ~is, in this 
paxticulBr 0011tc:xt, 11lis ~ not matter; all that we me ~ with here ia 1he 
movetnJ:III: of the wood md the cuUing edge in relation to each other. 
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7.3 Cuttmc alou2 the~ 
An}lbody who h.a.ll worked wood with a hand plane will know 1hat it is clesinlhle 

to plane with 1be grain. Diagram 7.2 ill11811'11hl1 the oommon situation in Which !be 
fibfe6 of the wood lie at an 11118le to the edges of the wood block. 

Planing against the grain Planing with the grain 

\ I 

I 

L O~recl10n of the gram 

~ 7.2 l'lludqwflfl aDd apiDit 1be pala 

When the wood is planed with the grain any spli:ttiDg betweeo the fibres tllboJs placo above 
md in front of the c;utting edge, which lllbeequendy eevcn the t'ilm:l! netilly, so 1caYiDg a 

clam sud'aoe, as sbown in Diagmm 7.3. 

Tool 
-...... -- ~~-~=:.J '·- -...... ..,. -- -....... -- ·-- ..... - > --Grain direction ..... -...._ ---

· -: ... . -.. ~ :-- ~~------. 
D:lqral7_, Cati!Dg 1lfllt Ike podlt 

SIHed on: Btuce Hoadlily. (11180) ~Wood. TIIMIIon PnJ.at 

If an al!mlpt is made to plane aginsttho grain tho c:uttin,g edgopicb llp~ ends 
of tho fibres, lift:iDg them out of the wood, eo that 1bey break off in an imgular 
manner loaviog a rough finish. This is illu8Ullled in D:iapm 7.4. 
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7.4 Cutting end grain 
When an attempt is made to cut end grain the cutting edge is forced across the 

ends of the fibres and there is a danger that they will be disturbed below the cut 
surface before they are severed (see Diagram7.5). If the tool is allowed to pass 
beyond the edge of the work-piece, where the fibres have no support, a piece of wood 
may splinter off. When cutting end grain fine cuts need to be taken to minimise this 
problem. 

Diagram 7.5 Cutting end grain 
Based on: Bruce Hoadley. (1980) Understanding Wood. Taunton Press 

7.5 Cutting across the grain 
When cutting across the grain the wood fibres will lie parallel to the edge of the 

tool. As the tool penetrates the wood the fibres do not always separate cleanly in 
front ofthe edge of the tool (as illustrated in Diagram 7.6). Some of the fibres may 
be lifted out of the surface below the cutting edge leaving a series of parallel furrows. 
This affect can often be easy to see; one instance is when a parting tool has been used 
to cut a groove. 

Diagram 7.6 Cutting across the grain 

7.6 The way the work is held on the lathe and the terminology 
The different ways in which the work piece can be held on the lathe affect the 

way the grain runs and have important implications for the way in which the wood 
is cut. 
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'I'IIID are threomain ways ofholdin,gthework-piece in the lathe: 

• between a drive spur in the headstodt and a centre in the tailstock 

• by one end only 

• by OliO faco only 
The first of these two is commonly ~fb:rr&d to as tnming 'between ceillltiil'. 'l'bo 

term 'spindle tnming' also ~fitrs to 'betl!iecn c:e:n!res' wod: bllltu.su.ally in relali011 to 
a relatively slender work-piece such as a chair leg (11 a lamp column. Gme:rally, 
howevet, these terms are inlerchangedlle.. It should be noted that the techniques 
used in spindle lllnling can, 8lld ftoeqllt:Olly are, llpllli.ed to a WO!k-p:ieoe beld by ooe 
end Ollly. The stem of a goblet is a goocl example. 

Bowllllrning is usually c:anied out wilh the wodt piece held on one side only; 
II&Ve:rthe:tt.ss it is possiblefouome, ifrurtall, of the ope:rati.QIIS to becarriedODtwith 
til& bowl-blank held between ca~lles. Also, although bowls are usually made il:om 
a work-piece in which the grain is orimlated at J:igbt angles to the axis of the latbe 
IIley can also be made il:om a piece in wbidl the grain nms parallel to the am. We 
need to use some tlmlinology wbidl will cover all the combinations which tlte8e 
po ll&ib:ili:lies allow. 

When the insiclo of a bowl, a goblet, or any similar object, is hollowed out with 
Ill& work-piece held by onoend, or one aide, and wilh the grain parallel to the axis of 
til& lathe, this is commonly tefemd to as 'end grain tuming'. As fill' as I am aware 
lhcn is no common term 8plllied to the same operation carried out when the grain 
is at rightangles to the axis (ieona 'normal' bowl). The term lapplytothisis 'face 
turning'. If any at the open.tions on a bowi are carried out between oeo1res then 
lhe8e would be described by that te:an, that is as wodc carried out 'between centres'. 

7.7 1bebnplle~~donsofrotatloD 

If we look at a cylindrical wmk-trlcce hdd bctwt:en oentn:e in the llllhe we may 
eeelhe grainmming tbrouibitatmllllg!e as &hownin thepieceofwood illliB1nlled 
in Diagr&nl7.2. Then if we rollae the work-~e half-a-wm (ie 180 degme) !he 
grain will. in c:ff~ be JW!!Ii"i in the oppoeite dm:-clion. 'fhua, when turning a 
cylindar, the grail!. aa it is ~ by the eutting edge of the tool will 
continually be chtm&ing ils dm:-clion. Whether the tool is moved from left to right, 
or from right to left, the c:11t will alternately be made wilh 8lld again.81 the gnUn. 

Downhill 
_.::::::::::::~~::: .... ~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_.~phill 
·······-·······-·······-·······-·······-·······-·· _ ..... -......... _ ...... -.............. "'·--------
·······-·······-·······-·······-·······-·······-·······-·······-·······-··· - - - --- . 

...; :::::::=:::::::_:::::::_:::::::_:::::::_:::::::=:::::::=:::····-·····::=::: 

:::::::=:::::::=:::::::=:::::::=:::::::=·;;:;.- ---······-·····-·····-·····-· · _..,-- Uphill ·····:::: :::::.:-~::·::-····~ 
Downhill 

As 10011. u any shaping of the work pioc:e take~~ place, however, the aillllllion 
ch•ngca Conlli.derthe vase allllp; shown in Diagnan 7.7; fur convc;uic;uce, in this 
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case. it is assumed tbat the grain i! nmning paral]el to the mr.:i.s of lhe lathe. Cuts 
mado in the direction marked 'downhill' will invariably be made with 1M grain and 
lhosonwlct!d 'uphill' against the grain. Thetam.s 'uphill' and 'downhill' bavebeen 
usedbean•setheyhave become pertofthewoocllumer's voalbula!y. Inthisc.onum, 
however, the ta:mll 'up' and 'down' do not necessarily refer1o tool DIOVCIDl«<IS 

related to the eemre at the eanh but to their relation to the woct-piece.. 1'b:us a cut 
mado downhill, ie with the grain, on a spinclle turning is one lll8.CID towards lhe ceD!nll 
axis af1he lnming 

1 . CuHing end grain 2. CuHing against the grain 

3. CuHinh along the grain 4. CuHing wHh the grain 

D:llpam '1.8 CR!dq ao the lllde of a bowl blllllk 

When e.lill;e lUrDi:og, Slldl aa a bowl is oonsil:lczed the siloation dumges. TbiB ia 
illull1rated in Diagram 7.8, where the grain ia anumcd 1o !\Ill ala right llllgle to !he 
axis afthe lathe. The IIIIVWll &bow111at when a cuti111Jllllkoo.1he Bide ofadist.lb; 
grnin diiwlion is continnaUy chmgiog, eg (1) lllld grain, (2) apiDat 1he grain, (3) 
aloog the grain, (4) with 1b; grain. 

When 1he bowl shipe ia being fo:nned 1he ~of uphill or down~ 
as shown in D.iasrmn 7.9. Whether a cut is made uphill (asainat !he gmin)or 
downhill (wi1h !he grain) depends on the direction of !he slope of the !l1lri'aoe on 
wlili:h it is made (m relation to the axis of !he lalhe) IIDd whcdter it is made on an 
i:n.liil:k or oulaide wrve. 

_-

-_ 

"" ~phill 
" S! 
u 
~ 

c5 

loownhill _/ 

Uph~ 

/'wnhill 
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Similar consideration apply to an md grain 1llrning. such as a goblet. A cut 
made towards the axis on the inside afthe cup will be uphill, ie against !he grain. A 
cut made on the olll8ideof1becup,aleotowanla the axis will be doWIIhill, ie with 1be 
grain. 

At some point, when a bowl with a well rounded shape ill being turned, !be 
eft'eclll shown in Diagnlm7.9 may be outwe:igbed by those l1hown in Diagram 7.8, 
and when the goo,ge is encountering end grain it may begin to pick up the fibre!! of 
the wood. Even for aperfenced bowl tur11era thla am create a problem. We will 
look Ill eom.e methods wbidl <:an be u.sed to minimi&C the aring of end gnsin on 
bowlll when bowllllrnill,g la C0!1Bidered in de18!1 in a la1et chapter. 

7.B ThuUclllg eut 
Diagram 7 .I 0 shows a work-piece held between cen1nJII with the grain mnning 

pamllel to lhe axis of the 1atho.. Two square DOIIOd chieels, A and B, - shown 
positioned with lheir bewls in tho rubbing position. It is convenient., but not 
impona:nt, to 1811111110 the dliseh to be sqwn nosed, but B -wl, in lilct, be &bwed. 
What is important is thllt it is assomed that the edge of chisel A is held palllllel to tho 
axis whareas thllt ofB is held at an angle. Unless chisel A is ll.IIITOW, bb a parting 
tool, it will be very difficult, if not dangerous, to hold in that position. The n!aSO:Q 

fur this is thllt not only will the cuttillg edge be in contact with the wood along its full 
length. i:tw:ill also be parallel tothefibri'Jsofthowood; ieitwill be cutting across tho 
grain. Since both «<Cb of1he edge will be below the Slll'face of the wood lhe fibres 
will have to be tom away at lrulse emanities. Even if the cut am be DlAinfllinecl tho 
surfilce left will tend to be vetyrougb.. 

DlqraiD7.10 Delldqad 

The c.ase of chisel B is very differe:Dt. Beranse lt is held cbllquely to a CUIVed 
surfilce only a ama11 portion of i:ts edge is in willld with the wood; u a COII.8eqiiCilce 
it will lake a relatively nauow shavi:IIJ. It should a1so be notod dial 1be film:e at 1be 
edp of the shavin3 are severed by the tool. 

There is yet another filctor to be considered. The cmction in which the shaving 
Is travelllng Is shown by 1he 81'!0Win Diagram 7.10 B. Il am be seen that the edge 
of the tool is at an oblique angle to the direction in which the 8h.aving is travelling. 
This means thllt the wood fibre6 are moving along the mtting edge so producing a 
s&ing e11t. Th.e film::s are very line and if 1hey ancl the edge of a shsr:p tool we~e 
gree11.yrnagnified (on a similar scale), !be tool would be seen to have ajagededge 
like that of a saw. The saw-like a.c1ioo SeYei'S the film:e still mate ~:leanly. 

In the instances I have been looking at in the above paragraphs the chisel has 
been positioned so that it has been "''tting along the gmin (ie parallel to the grain). 
Il should be noted, however, that the slicing effect is enhsnrM when the cutting 
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direction is downhill, ie when the cut is being made with the grain. When a slicing 
cut is combined with cutting with the grain the possibility oflifting the fibres out of 
the surface below the cutting edge is considerably reduced and very clean cuts are 
possible even on awkward material. 

It should also be noted that cuts in which the edge of the tool is oblique to the di
rection in which the wood is moving, ie slicing cuts, can also be made with gouges 
in which ever circumstances they made be used, eg when cutting a cove or forming 
a bowl. 
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Part Three 

Spindle Turning 
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Chapter 8: Introduction to spindle turning 

8.1 The basic cuts 
When I am teaching students on my courses I always teach spindle turning 

before end grain or bowl turning. The reason for this is that it provides a pattern of 
learning in which the student proceeds in a short series of simple, easy to understand, 
steps. These steps pretty well programme themselves and provide a structured 
introduction to the discipline of woodturning. When they come to bowl turning 
students can then be shown how to adapt the principles they have learned to the new 
form. 

There are only a small number of basic cuts used in spindle turning. Once the 
turner has learnt to perform these correctly he can, in principle, turn anything 
between centres. Assuming that we are starting with a square blank these cuts are as 
follows: 

• Roughing down to a cylinder 

• The smoothing/or planing cut 

• 'V' cuts 

• Forming a Bead 

• Farming a cove 

• Blending beads and coves 

• Squaring the end 

• Rounding the end 

• Cutting pummels 
Let us look at these cuts in sequence so that the reader knows where he is going. 

8.2 Roughing down 
The first job to be done when undertaking a piece of spindle turning is to 'rough' 

down the square blank to a cylinder. This is done with a large gouge normally used 
only for this particular operation. Not surprisingly it is called a 'roughing out gouge' 
(or roughing gouge). The operation gets it name from the fact that the gouge leaves 
a rough surface; it can also be a fairly crude and brutal operation. For a professional, 
for example, it is a job which needs to be done as quickly as possible so that the 
interesting work can start. 

8.3 The planing cut 
The planing cut is analogous to the use of the smoothing plane in general 

woodwork. It is done with a chisel immediately after roughing down. the skew 
chisel is used to produce a good surface which should require little sanding. 

\j-1\1 \ I '\ ! 

[1 [8' 

1\ V\ - I\ /\ 

Diagram 8.1 'V' cuts 

8.4 The 'V' cut 

As the reader will anticipate the 'V' cut is used to make a 'v' shaped depression 
in the work piece (see Diagram 8.1). Such a cut may be made for its own sake, as 
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part of the decoration of the work piece; but often it is made as the first step in the 
cutting of a bead or similar operation. 

8.5 The bead 
A beading cut is used to form a bead - this a piece of decoration running round 

a piece ofturning which is roughly semicircular in cross-section (see Diagram 8.2). 
It is upstanding like a hill. 

Diagram 8.2 Beads 

8.6 The cove 
A cove is the opposite of a bead. It is also roughly semicircular in cross-section 

but forms an indentation like a valley (see Diagram 8.3). 

Diagram 8.3 Coves 

8. 7 Blending beads and coves 
As suggested above the profile of a true bead or cove approximates to an arc of 

a circle, very often, but not always, approaching the full semicircle. They are often 
applied as a form of decoration. In other cases, however, the form of the the item 
being made will call for more gentle bumps or hollows. Often these will flow 
together. One example is the handle of a turning tool (see Diagram 8.4). Blending 
bumps and hollows together calls for an extension of the skills used for cutting beads 
and coves. 

Diagram 8.4 Blending a bead and a cove to form a handle shape 

8.8 Squaring the end 
Sometimes it is necessary to cut the end of the work piece square with a perfectly 

clean cut, that is, one without any tom fibres. This cut is similar to that for a 'V' cut 
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b111 many lilmCI'8 fiDd i1 ndher mtn diffiQI!t. 

8.9 R.oaa.ding the ea.d 
Thee an1 occa.siona when it ia nee mill')' to make lbo end of the wed. pi

complnly llJIIIId. This is DOt dj!18jrnilar to CDUing a lalge boad but it is ll.liOfuJ. to 
OOII.Ii.d« it aa a eeparale oxm:i.se becawie tb.enl are come additional po:inlll which (';811 

bomade. 

8.10 The pammel 
At time11, when making items such 1111 table or stoolle,p, it ill necelll!lll')' to leave 

secti.OII8 of the woik piece uruumed end. in the origiJial square oonditim. This, 
lhes:efore, requires making a tmnsitim ftom !he square !lec1im to lhe round. The 
section which is left square is called a pommel (see Diagram. 8.5) 

1-----<< 0 
\.,___ The pummel End view 
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Chapter 9: Spindle turning - setting up for practice 

9.1 The blank 
The most convenient timber to practise on is some kind of softwood. This has 

the advantage that it is cheap and readily available. The wood does not have to be 
of good quality. Old pallet wood, for example, will do nicely, and offcuts of floor 
joists can often be picked up on building sites. It is, however, best to avoid knots as 
much as possible because they are hard and create wild grain; as a consequence they 
are relatively difficult to tum. 

Whatever wood is used, It should be cut to provide a blank about 2 in square by 
12 ins long. Some turners, I believe, like to cut the comers off of a square to be used 
for spindle turning with a power saw or by planing. Normally, this is not necessary. 
Someone, I think it was Peter Child, said: ''there is a machine designed to take the 
comers off, it's called a lathe". 

9.2 Mounting the blank 
Fit the practice piece between centres on the lathe. A two-prong or four-prong 

drive centre can be used at the headstock end. It does not greatly matter which, 
although I favour the two-prong. Alternatively, the suggestions I made in Chapter 5 
(section 13) when referring to safety can be followed. If either a four prong or a ring 
centre is used to drive the work care should be taken to ensure that the end is cut 
square so that the points or the ring will be in full contact with the wood. If a cone 
point, or a ring centre, is used then it will be necessary to use a revolving centre in 
the tailstock. 

If a spur drive is used a fixed centre can be used in the tailstock but, if so, a blob 
oflight oil must be dropped on the work-piece where the point will penetrate. This 
relieves the friction and prevents burning of the wood. Care must be taken to tighten 
it up from time to time as the work progresses as it may become a little loose in the 
early stages. If this is not taken care of the work-piece could fly off the lathe and 
cause injury; in any case it needs to be held frrmly if turning is to proceed satisfactorily. 

9.3 The rest 
Before the rest is fitted for the first time the top edge should be examined 

carefully to make sure it is smooth and free from paint, grooves or notches which 
might impede a tool which is slid along it. If it is not free from these defects it should 
be filed smooth. It should be remembered that a chisel or beading tool will probably 
have a relatively square comer which can catch quite easily. To allow chisels to slide 
more easily any sharp comers should be rounded off with a stone. 

1/4" back 

1/4" below 

Diagram 9.1 The position of the rest for the initial exercise 
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Once the work-piece has been mounted the tool rest must be set in position. 
It should be placed where it will be about 1/4 in clear of the revolving comers of the 
work-piece and a little below its centre. It is not possible to be very specific about 
the latter distance. I am often asked how high the rest should be; my answer is 
''where it is comfortable". The reason for this is that it depends on the height of the 
turner in relation to the height of the lathe. However, about 1/4 in should be about 
right to start with (see Diagram 9.1) 

The point is that the rest should be in such a position that a cut can easily be taken 
whilst maintaining the recommended stance (see Chapter 6). Ibis should not create 
any heartaches as the position is not that critical. After a couple of passes of the tool 
the beginner should begin to get the feel of where the rest should be. 

In carrying out the exercises described below consideration should be given to 
the length of the rest. Ideally it should be about 8 ins long. Anything less than 6 ins 
will mean that it will have to be moved frequently. Anything more than 10 ins and 
it may become unwieldy and, if it is not strongly made, it may flex at the ends. But 
the beginner will probably have to use whatever rest is supplied with the lathe. 

9.4 Turning speeds 
It is also necessary to consider the selection of speeds. When I am demonstrating 

I am often asked what speed I am using. That is a reasonable question but it is one 
to which I do not necessarily know the answer. When I was using my Coronet Major 
all the time I would not think about speed as such but I would consider the size of the 
work-piece and then decide which of the five pulleys was appropriate. Occasionally, 
perhaps because the work-piece was a little out of balance, or for some other reason, 
I would decide that the speed was wrong and then move up or down a pulley. Now 
that I am using a lathe with an electronic variable speed I simply tum the control 
knob until I judge that the lathe is turning at a suitable speed. 

So where does this leave the beginner. It should be noted that the "correct" speed 
is determined by a number of features ofthe work-piece, such as the diameter, the 
width or length, the weight, the hardness and density, and the fibre structure. To add 
to this there is the variability of turners' techniques and the choice of tools and bevel 
angles. Even if there was such a thing as a "correct" speed, the actual choice is likely 
to be a compromise when there may be only three speeds available. 

Please note, though, that even if it is not possible to choose the "correct" speed 
it is quite possible to choose the wrong speed. This is more likely to be too fast than 
too slow. I think it possible that many novices consider that high speeds (or the 
fastest practical speeds) are desirable. It is in fact much better (it is certainly safer) 
for the novice to err on the low side when choosing a speed. If that seems too slow 
he can then move up to the next speed. 

The tendency to choose too high a speed not helped by the fact that some lathes 
on the market (or which may be purchased second hand) have a totally inappropriate 
range of speeds. (See the comments about lathes in Chapter 2.) 

As he gets to know his machine, and his material, the turner begins to know 
almost instinctively how fast it should be rotating for a particular job. Often the 
sound alone will provide sufficient information. Consequently the experienced 
turner seldom thinks in terms of rpm or of cutting speeds. However, particularly in 
the case of the exercises described below, I will indicate the speed that should be 
used, where I think this is appropriate. 
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Chapter 10: Spindle turning- roughing down 

10.1 Settina up 
As a:plained earlier {see Chapter 8 Section 2) tbo first job to be dono when 
lllllderulking a piece of spindle tomiog is to 'rough down' the sq~N~Ie bla:ok to a 
cylinder. For the first exercise a piece of two by two is fitted ill the lafhe 88 described 
ill the pn!Yious dlapte:r, the tool ~It ia poei!ionecl, aDd the lalhe s« 1o a suitabl.o 
speed. FOI' this c:x.c:n:iae I would IRIIIiQll dust 2000 rpm is ~!bout ript 

1G.2 A Pn1lmf:Dary eurdle 
A$ a tmtiminmy c:x.em&e it is a good idea to try olllthc: tool position, md the way it 
is to be merripn!ated, with tit& Ialit& switched of[ To begin with the work-piece is 
revolved by h.md so that one of the ~ is poimiDg rougbly Ill the lualcrll chc:et. 
A rougbin,g gouge is then pollitiooed, with the flute uppermost, so that i1 is supponed 
by the R!lt and by the comer of the work-piece. Tho cuUiDgedp ofthe gougo should 
prottu.dc abollll in bcyllnd that~ (l!eC Diapm 10.1). 

lllagram 11.1 lldiUI plddoll oii'O'IIgJdac cowge 

Wrth lhe tool in this pollilion lhe 1Ume:r ahould check that he wiD be able to take up 
a~le IJIIIDj;c: (1!eCChapler6 Soc;!ion 2). Iflhepotlilionisnot~ortllblc:lhe 
rest should be adjusted acootdingly and the need. fur my other changes COII!Iiclered.. 
Next. the gouae should be slid blll:k to-us the tumcr, wbibt mainmmj'\8 wnlld 
with the rest and lbework·piece, 1UI!ilthe heel of the bevel comes in to c:ontadw:ith 
tho comer, whon lhe movcmeat is stoppod. (See Diagram 10.2) This action should 
be dooe seveft! times to get the feel oflhe required movemem. 

' 

DIJIII'IDllU 8ecmd podllma ef nxJgldac gouge 

1o.3 MJakDtg the cut 
Now the lalhe can be sw.ildled on. A point 011 lhe work-piKe is choeen about 6 
inches from the left bmd end, the 1\\W""'c"'ded 81lml:e is tab:n up, the grip <:hedu:d, 
and the action deiiCI:'I"bod. above is amed out slowly and calmly. '1h IJ01liO should 
make: 1:011.111c:t with lhe mJt first md thc:D. the ha:odlc: is l1liaed Ulllil. the: blade just 
touclles lhe camers of !he work-piece 88 they oome round. 
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Thm the souse is drawn back llllil1 the heel of the bnelis just ftKI!'blng the oom.en. 
But now, instead af stopping, the gougo is withdrawn a lillie more, and the handle 
qiacd, ll!ltil the ~Uing edge jUBt oomct into ~;~ml,.;t with the wo.t.-pjeQe and begin& 
co 1llkll tiny shavings off af the comers. The gouge is now at the posi:tioll where !be 
bcMII. can be aaid 10 be juuubbiug (see Diagram 1 0.3). 

D:llpsm lo.3 l'edllo• of rouptq pqe lit lltU1 of at 

D should bo DO«ed thst if dlia is done slowly ll!d carefully tll.ln is abao!UUII,y no 
dangea- of aoythin,g Ulllowml, dangcmua, or wmrying. tBiring place. So the tume.. 
should stay relaxed, but alert and in c:omrol; the way a oonficJem car driver would bo 
in light ttllflic. 
We are now in the pos:ilion where the gouge has 1alam a few amaJ1 sbavingl off lho 
oom.er8 of !he work-pi-. If1hirt position is held the souse will ~ ~ a.d 1be 
turner will be able 10 see a alight depreairion in the blur made by the revolving 
oomer&. If the gcrnge is Blid 10 diiO left. and the auilllde of1he lOot n maintained, then 
the edge will spin be,lin co tU:e shaviD,p. When 1be cncl of the wudc-trlew is 
reached care should bo taken co ensure that the rutting edge does not dip into lho 
driving spur. 
It shoulcl bo noted that as the gouge is slid along thereat the inilial C1l!tin8 allitudo 
mll8tbemainUtined If it is not then eithel' the cool wm stop cuUinJorthesizeoflbe 
shaving will inC11l681l. The main way 10 keep the tool in the rigbt attitude is by 
moving the trunk of the body ralher 1bao by sepiii1Q movemen18 af fhe - 01 

ll.a:oJk; but, whilst doing this, it may also be neceJI8ary co oomml the lllze of 1be 
shaving by sligbtly raising or J.owering !be handle af tho gouge. 

10.4 Reputing tile cat 
When the fitat cut is completed the tool is returned co the illilial position a.d the cut 
is repea:ted again and again until this part of the work- piece iJ redac:ed. co a cylinder 
wlili:hhaano flalsld\on it. A31beeu~~~~re~ it will be found that, at !be initial 
point, a sloping should6r wiD be created. A1dJ.ough it is possible co make Jmgbing 
cuts co the left or co the rigbt it is not practical co go 11p a shoulder. Because of this 
it will be foiDlclnec'ellllllry 10 start a lillie fuxthcr 10 1be left of the initial poi:ol ead1 
time and co work away ftom the should«. 

Work awav from shoulder 
.,....--- Shoulder 
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&!biB BOC1ion ofdlo wod:-pieoe ~s tho eylindrical. fuan !he go11ge- bo 
tumed fhrough an angle of approximately 45' (aa seen from ovedlead) so that it ia 
poainling in !he dire<:tion it ill moving (seo Diagmn 1M). lbis c:.b.ango in approach 
enables the bevel lXI mb more effecti-vely thu8 providing more OO!!!rol of the IDOl. rt 
also provides a slicillg cut which producell a smoother finish. 

10.5 The •eq•en.~ of opcndo111 

As 110011 as all the fl8l8 (that is, 1he sidee of the original square) be:ve bem removed 
onthU section the lalbeiutopped. The mitis movedtnanewposilion(ifnecmery} 
and the Ulllolllilied part of the wodr.-pii:Qe is mugh.ed down in the SoiiDle mpner a& 

befOre. 'l'bi& may be clone in a lllllllbe:r of steps, dqlmding on the length of !be 

First cuts Second cuts Third cuts 

------ -·:::---------

WOI:k-pieoo(seeDiapm 10.5). 

Dlajp'am 10.5 Sequaceofopln1IDD 

When th~; tWgbiog down has been OO!IIlplelcd, ll!ld thc:re tw no flat8 I~ on 1b; 
WOI:k-piece, the profile shauld be reasonably 91raight and p6lllllel so list a cylinder 
is formed ThiB ia beat aclli!Md wbil8t the roughing down is 1llk:iq place by ttyiD,g 
to prevmtlhe creation of bumps or hollowa. It ill particularl.y n.......,.•ry ID try ID 
avoid hollows when the roughing down is in its filial stage~~. Whenever a hollow is 
fuiWd the mil of the surfaee will evemoally have to be tala:n down ID iii lowest 
level. 
liP. BOon aa a II:UOIIIIbly 1n1.e cyliDder baa bec:n formed, with DO 111111. tho turner is 
lll8dy ID move onto the next exercise. The IIW'filce left by the roughillg gouge in the 
fotegoill,g operations will probably be quile rough. It now needs ID be mado Dice and 
smooth with thcpllllling opcnllion(seenextduiptcr). 

10.6 The dlrec:tlon or tile m 
I havo sugplled lhattlle IOUghing em Bhould be made by moviug the IDOIID the left. 
IIlia ia beon• ... llllink that the begiima will find it eaaierto control when WQiking in 
that din!etion. Nevenbeless, it is not modi. moro difficult to m.ak:e the oat from h!ft 
to right, ll!ld this do~:!~ bav~;the ~elhet the~ 111e thenahotaW!f.Y from 
the turner. 
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Chapter 11: Spindle turning - the planing cut 

11.1 Inti'Odacdon 
Many novioe tumers seem to thiDic that Cho parbgin,g oo a new skew chisel 

should caDY a G1lvemme!rt Health Warning. P«haps, becallsethey have acJopled Cho 
wrong appro«dl, or because they have used an llllSIIitable tool, or beca1111e scnneooe 
elso has told them wo:rryiDg stories, there ~n those wbo pick 11p the skew chisel in 
trepi.datioo of SOfi'M!Ibin,g 1111ple&sant oceur:ring. This is very 1lllfort!mate and totally 
wmecesaary. There is liOihiDg to be afraid of. If the inslructions given below are 
fullowed closely lbt:o II01biD,g UDtowud shauld oocur. 

11.2 The dll&el 
It is customary to use a skew Ghi.llel to make the planing cut but a square end 

chisel can also be used. The skew angle does make it easier to hold the chisel in Cho 
CGUect C1lltiD,g position. When first attempting the planing cut lie novice will need a 
wide clrisel; it is recommencled. very &tron,g1y that a 1'1• in. clliJel &hould be used. 
This widlh makes it m11eh euiea' for the IUmcr to keep the tooll;llllins in the safe p111t 
of the edJe. This will be~ &rther below. 

In addi!ioo the chisel Dlll8t be sbarpe:o.ed wuecdy. This is vety impomlllt. Many 
of the problana which people Gp«ience with the sk:ew chisel~n probably du.e to a 
badly growlld tool. As a eon.seque:noe I Dlll8t npeat Bomo of the poiolll I made when 
discussing tihalpeain,g in ChapCe:r 4. It is es~""'ial thateho bevel of a chisel is ground 
eitherooncavo or, at worst, fist.. I believe it will also help if1he bevel angle is mado 
filirl.y large; I would, in fllct, recoomumd a bevel angle approaching 45° to start with. 

Another point worth making, although it does DO( affect safety, ill that the chi11el 
should slide smoothly along the tool rut. It will slide more readily if the corners of 
the blade, which come into OOII!Bct with the real, are rounded off slightly. If it baa 
not already been done by tbe msmdl!.ctum, tbe arris should be IOill1.ded over with a 
SIUIIe. 

11.3 The attitude of the cbisel 
As a preliminary to the planing opemti.Oil it is -.ury to oonsider the attitude 

in wlili:h the chi~~el is used. This is ilhletraled in Diagnan 11.1: thechiael is indined 
at 1111 81131e ao that the c:utlin,g edge ia at about 45• to the axis of the 1ath.e when 11een 

fmm the 'riew point of the tumer (we can call this tbe mgle of llltlu:k). This is tbe 
potJilion fur a right *.Jed pczTKlll who is -kiD3 the ~ by movin,g the tool from 
right to 1c:ft, that is, towanle the beed!Jtocll: Note that the: l0D3 point of a llkcw 8houJd 
be at the top. 

Angle of attack 

Dil8ttm 11.1 Tbe lilt! bide of lle cldle1 
- a_..caldlioelio lloo....io. a....lliljp-. ~~- calwa"'""dliael 
~~-- ... -.!Ill Ill> poollim Ia-""' """'If, lLol4 -lllmpoc-. 
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11..4 The caUing point 
Ideally, the po«<tian on !he edae, at which CUllins lllk£s place, allould be about 

onethirdoflhewidlh of the edgeabow:the i!hort(or lower) point. Forconvmience, 
we can call the pollitl011 at w:bkh Clllling take~! place the 'CUII:ill,gpolll1' (see Dlllgmm 
11.2). In ~ce it will be difficult to JDIIinlllin this position p:n:08ely but r:vr:ry 
effort sh.ooJd be made to prevent the comact poillt rillin3 above die middle poillt of 
theecJ&e. 

Always keep cuHing point low on the tool's edge 
The top point must never be allowed to contact 
work-piece 

Dlapam ll.l Tbe caldq poiDt 

What hu to be cmplwiillcd i5 lhat the upper oomer of the cuUi:ng odge lllliBt 
JI!MII' be allowed to eome into <Xllllact wilh dlo wOik-pieco; if it i5 atl.owed to do eo 
tho tool will dig in and, at best.. will JUin the job. F~y. by foJiaw:i:og dlo 
~s deKribod below this is euy to avoid and 1hcn w.i11. bo DO danger. 

Allhough the lower point should not be allowed to c.o1110 into COlllact wi:th !be 
wodt this doos not create lhe same hazard. If it happeus tb cut will contin:u.e but a 
rotJ8h 9lll'fi!.Ge may be produced. 

U.S PreJimlntry uerdsee 
W"!th tb 1afhe rwi:tchod off~ similar to Chose whicll I desc:ribed a.s a 

preliminary exercise for the Plgbing clown opemlioo should be carried oul The 
ooaect stanoo shoald be taken up and the height at the tool rest adju.mld so that a 
comfortable position can be maj!!IBjned The dri&el is laid 81C1'08.!11he tool rest and 
the work-piece and then slid re8l wanls, along il8 own am, llllli1 the heel of bevel is 
in cootact wi:th the wood. It am then be wilhdrawn a little ftJnber until the bevel 
iiBelf is in amllict wilh !he 'Milk-piece. 

At this poinl. wi1h the lalhe 8lill switdlod off, some: pradice can be bad in 
ma;nipula1iog lhe auilude of the dliscl. By making llplm)pliate movCUJ.CIIW of 1b; 
hmdle the tu:mer should be to be able to do two d!iugB: 

• adjust the 111181e of allack; md 
• adjust the potlition oflhe ~pow on the edge of the tooL 
The nece&IRPY movcmc:DI8 should be tqletlled a 'Dlllllber of time!~. AJ !hey

IIIJI.de file bevel should be held flat on the woric-piece. Whc:n the lathe is nmnmg this 
wiD. be when lhe '-d. ia rubbing (see Cbap1er 6, Sec:Uon 6). Also, of~. die 
edge of the toolii!Wil maintain altlild wilh the !Clll 

Toco:alrol1hotool whilst a cut is inp:rogn~ss thatarnermustboablolOeombiDo 
thoso move:m.ems. Ibis noooaitaml qllihl subtle adj11stmeids of1ho tool which on 
paper may sean very difficult. After a little p:taC1ioo, however, 1hey are perfcn:mod 
without conscious lhought on the part ofa..o lllmilr. It is a li!tle like learning to ride 
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a bicycle: one moment the learner is wobbling all over the road and then, suddenly 
he has control of balance and direction. 

The movements described are actually easier to make when the cut is in progress 
than they are with the work-piece stationary. The small amount of vibration created 
by the cutting action makes it easier to slide the tool into the required positions. In 
addition, the resistance of the wood against the cutting edge provides some 
resistance, which the turner can use, to help to provide the control required. With the 
some practice the planing cut can readily be made with just one hand, holding the 
skew by the handle. 

11.6 Trying out the cut 
It is now time to try out the planing cut for real (ie, with the work-piece in 

motion) starting from the situation where roughing down has just been completed. 
For the time being the speed is left unchanged , ie about 2000 rpm. It may be 
necessary to reduce the speed later but the reasons for this will be explained in due 
course. The following instructions are for a right handed person. 

Before the lathe is switched on think about how much of the work-piece should 
be planed in the first stage. It not advisable to attempt to plane the whole length in 
one go. In any case the tool rest may well be too short too permit that. It best to do 
about 6 ins at a time, starting that distance in from the left-hand end. Having chosen 
this position take up the recommended stance and make sure that the feet are placed 
in a suitable position. 

The procedure to be followed in making the first cut is as follows: 

• the first contact the tool makes is with the tool rest- the tip of the tool should 
be raised above the work-piece; 

• the tip is lowered until the blade just touches the revolving comers of the wood; 

• the tool is withdrawn so that the heel of the bevel makes contact with the 
comers; 

• from this position the chisel is slowly manipulated so that the bevel is rubbing 
and the edge begins to cut; and then: 

• the chisel is slid sideways to the left along the rest, taking a light cut to the end 
of the work-piece; 

• this movement is produced by the body rather than the hands (see sections 
6.2 and 11.7). 

Care should be taken when the end is reached that the tool does not dip into the 
drive spur. Throughout this procedure the contact between the tool and the tool rest 
must be maintained. 

This procedure is repeated until the work-piece has been reduced to the required 
diameter over the first section. When this has been achieved the adjacent section is 
tackled, and so on, until the right hand end of the work -piece is approached. When 
working to the left the last section should be started an inch or more to the left of the 
right hand end. This leaves a small section at the right hand end which must be 
tackled in a different way. 

Now, for a very important point! The planing cut should not be attempted 
starting with the chisel off the end of the work-piece. This means that the cut must 
now be made in the opposite direction, that is, moving from left to right. The cut can 
now be made either right handed or left handed. Either way the tool must point to 
the right in the same attitude as before. Performed right handed this is a little 
awkward: the body must be twisted round so that it is between the handle of the tool 
and the lathe. 
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When the cut is performed left handed everything must be a mirror image of the 
attitude described above. The right hand holds the tool on the rest and the left hand 
holds the handle. This may seem a terrifying idea but in practice most novices do 
not fmd it too difficult. The key to success is to take it slowly and carefully. The 
chisel is applied to the wood so that the heel of the bevel is rubbing, slowly 
manipulated until the edge begins to take a fine shaving, and the cut is made to 
the end of the work-piece. 

11.7 Possible problems 
I have taken pains to stress in the foregoing the importance of keeping the bevel 

rubbing. Allowing the bevel to come off the work is the primary cause of all 
problems in turning. Whenever something seems to be going wrong the turner 
should check whether or not the bevel is rubbing. 

The turner may find that although he can start the planing cut correctly, and 
maintain it for a short distance, he has difficulty in keeping the bevel rubbing. A 
common reason for this is that the upper body is being allowed to twist as the hands 
are being moved to the left. When this happens there is a tendency for the left hand 
to be pulled away. 

The correct way to perform the cut is to keep the hands as still as possible with 
the elbows tucked into the sides of the body. The attitude of the tool is controlled by 
the hands but it is moved sideways by moving the whole of the trunk. The trunk is 
moved by transferring the weight of the body from the right leg to the left and 
allowing the pelvis to shift from above the right foot to above the left foot. As this 
happens the trunk, arms and hands are moved sideways en bloc, without changing 
their relative positions. 

Another problem can be caused by the tool lifting slightly off of the rest. 
Sometimes this is revealed by a slight chattering of the tool and/or a slightly irregular 
cut. It possibly happens because the turner is concentrating so hard on keeping the 
bevel rubbing that he is not paying sufficient attention to other things. So, the bevel 
should be kept rubbing and the tool kept in contact with the rest. 

11.8 Spiral ribbing 
There is one problem which can occur with the planing cut even by experienced 

turners who, it seems, are doing everything right. The most common manifestation 
of this is that a series of spiral ribs are formed on the work-piece. This can be 
difficult to eliminate. I have come across a number of suggestions for alleviating this 
problem but have neither seen nor heard an explanation of what causes it. 

I have my own theory about this. On many timbers there is a difference in the 
hardness of the early (or spring) wood, which is laid down when the sap is rising 
strongly, and the late (or autumn wood) when growth is slow. In ring porous timbers, 
such as ash and oak there is also a difference in the cellular structure of early and late 
wood. It is these differences which give rise to the appearance of the annual rings. 
In most cases the darker wood in the annual ring is harder, or cuts less readily, than 
the lighter areas. 

When a work-piece is held between centres with the grain running axially then 
the annual rings will tend to run from one end to the other. When the wood is being 
cut a thicker shaving is taken out of the less dense wood and the work-piece goes 
slightly out of round. The denser, darker, wood is usually much narrower than the 
rest and tend to stand up as a series of ridges around the work-piece. When this effect 
is pronounced the ridges cause the tool to bounce slightly which in turn leads to 
variations in the depth of cut to form a spiral pattern. 

To overcome this the natural tendency of the turner is to speed the lathe up. 
Certainly this was my reaction when I first encountered the problem. In fact 
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increasing the speed of the lathe exacerbates the problem. What happens is that the 
increased kinetic energy in the work-piece is transferred to the tool making it bounce 
even more. To put this another way: because the ridges on the work-piece are 
moving faster they give the tool a harder kick. As a consequence one way of dealing 
with this problem is to slow the lathe down. 

After reducing the speed of the lathe it may be necessary to remove the bumps 
and hollows previously created. In this case the roughing gouge should be passed 
over the work again to return it to the round state. Then the planing cut can be tried 
again. 

In some timbers, where the difference in density between the early and late wood 
is very pronounced, the tendency to make spiral ribs may still be evident after the 
speed is reduced. In this case the turner should try the following suggestions: set the 
rest as close to the work-piece as possible; hold the chisel more firmly than usual 
and, whilst making sure the bevel continues to maintain contact (ie to rub), allow it 
to just brush the surface. 

If, after trying all these things there is still some ribbing, I have no further 
suggestions to make as far as the the chisel is concerned. When the exercises being 
described here are being followed a perfect surface is not necessary. If, when the 
turner has progressed and is attempting to make a specific object, it proves 
impossible to plane a satisfactory surface it may ultimately be necessary to resort to 
some very light scraping and sanding. 

Some turners may find it difficult to accept that the answer to the problem of 
ribbing is to slow the lathe down. But remember this: no-one has to take my word 
for it. People can try it out for themselves and draw their own conclusions. 
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Chapter ll: The 'V' cut 

11.11Dtrodacdon 
Having mngh«< down and planed the prac1ice piece !he next step is to tackle !be 

'V' cut This cut is made with the comer of a chisel. Because it is made with !be 
comer, it can be made with a cllisel of almost 1111y wiclth. This mcludei !be 'Is inch 
~ belding and ~ tool whicll - be UBed as a chisel ful' 1hiB operalioo. 
Many tarnen1 may tiad a lliiiowcr lOot, IJUCb. u tllis, IIODI.eWhllt cuicr 10 use. 
Nevcrth~le&s. when I am teaching I aw:t with~ 11/• W:h abw. I do t1tia primarily 
to help to oven:oo10 any lingering foars th~ sludent may have canC«Diilg thia tooL 

A chisel hu two oomera, whidl. IIR' often ~ailed poi:ats (ulhey will be :lae). If 
th~; ehiael is ground &qU.IIll'.',lilce the beading lllld p!ll1ing tool, it does not mauer which 
or the poinlll is ll.liOd fur tho •v• c:u1; but if it iu sbw then 1he poinlll - funDed at 
diffe:twlt a:oglee (seo Diagram 12.1). In that cu~ tho loagpointsltould bo U&ed. 

long point 

short point 

Th- a:n:: nro main medtoda of makinJ the 'V' ~:Qt. I Qlll th~;~~e the 'push' 
method and !he 'swin3' method. rn pqctice theee ~ be used in wmbinPon to 
fmm a~ of the nro metbod3. I ronsidcr the ~!Wing medtod 10 be the 'proper' 
-.y of m•kinJ thiB cut betiiUIK' with~ it is m<m' lllllanil. md ~;~ve. The 
novice aho1JJd be en~OIIIllglld to po:BCYeu: with it bccauoe it helpe to hone skills 
which ~~re ~ for other opmlioDa, 811Ch u forming bc:ada, whil:h will be 
dcec:ribcd in !be next dlap!l:;r. 

12.2 The swing Cut 
To begin thi& cut a vwy small notch ia matlo, lit 11le posili.on wh-dlo •v• is 

required, 1llliDg 1he long point af the sl:ow chisol.. To pxttpllle 10 do 1hil the chiBol is 
held with the long odge 011. ~ RJ&t, th.e blado vmical, md the poi:at wen up on 1bo 
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wodl: ~ but jut elc:ar of the wood. The handle i3 lifted so that the point swiJ18S 
into the wood to make a -n IDIIIk 1111d then Iowen:<! to withdrllw the point (see 
Diapm 12.2). 

SUbseqa.ent cuts are made with the chisel leaning to either sido. 'l'ho top edge is 
leaned to the left fur a cut on the left aide and to the right fur the right aide (see 
Diagram 12.3) Whilst the CUill are being made the slope of the CUlling edge indicma 
the direction in which the cut sbauld be made. 

!ell cut right cut 

/ 
""' I I 

rest 

Atlho l.>eginningof1hecutthe bevel should be hold at a tangent to the surfiloeof 
1ho worlc piece (see Diagnlln 12.4). 

r- f>osHi,on of point of tool 
at beginning of ·v· cut 

JXaara.Gll%.4l'otilla. ofCIIe tool wltll. tCatUaa am 

Assuming a cut ia being made on the left ~ide of the •v• the handle is swung up 
IUid to tbe left in a stJ:aiglrt lille 90 that the point cum a straight line down the aide of 
Cite •v•. In doing this the ret11, or colll'!le, is Ulll:d as the pivot point This being 110, it 
is a matll::r of smagfll:foi wllnl pllllelry to ~e (bat the hlmdle 11lU$t sweep 
throush a plane which is lllclilled 111 tbe same angle as tbe aide of the 'V'. 

'Ibis is shown pietorially in Diagram 12.S. A!! the CUUing point is moved from 
A to B the tip of the handle IIIIISt move from C to D. All four points, A. B, C, and. 
D, and. the Wiled fllll6 in between, lie on a single plain. Note that point D is well 
above point C. 

The :reader may think that I have laboun:d this poimandit m&y eec:m obviG~~&on 
paper, but I have found that ~ have difliwlty in tl'a:ll.8ll1ing theory into 
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practice. What often bappem is that, when OO.Ved fi:oom bebind by 1he iostn:lcto:r, 
d!o tip of the handlo can be seen to move in a kind of reversod • J' movemem ins1ead 
of a straight line. "l1to result is that Cbe 1br:m of tho •v• leaves some!bing to be 
desinld. The bqJinn61' should tly to avoid this. 

Point A -.. Point 8 

Pivot poimt 

JXi1l&n.Gl u.s 'I1le __ ,of tile tOCil 

Sucoesaive cul!l start just to the sideoftheprevi0118wt Very small amounlsof 
woocl are removed with each time (see Diagram 12.6). It is customary, but 110t 
abeohilely ne;;e111181')', to make ~Hive cu111 on dtemate side& of the 'V'. 'I'hia 110t 
only en.abh:a the turner to cut aWlly the~ cleanly but also help a to keep the •v• 
in the~ posilion. The Corner should t1y to make eed1 wt in a colllin1A1118 
swoep fi:oom the emrypoint to the bottom of the 'V' talr:in3 only a 1hin shavins· If 1111 
atlf:mpt ill made to remove too mt.dl wood the point m.&.y aw:h. Good lishtin8 and 
good eyee:ipt are requiicd for this. 1'u:mers weariJJ3 gl!l88e& wilh bif~ (or 
~) leD8ee ahould ensure that thc:y fum pll)pcaty at the 11:quited ~-

Last cut on LH side l r First cut on LH side 

--------""1 I"'------1 _ 
Successive cuts start just to the side of the previous cut 

Dlllgram l2.6lcmnlllg 1be 'V' 

12.3 Polntl to note 
Ail. the 'V' gets deeper a number of points must be observed. The first is that 

thlll'O must be 8GIIII?I cleamnce between the cutting edge of the chisel (above tlto 
~~point) md the Wllll of the 'V'. This is illu.straled. in Diapm 12.7 whicll 
shom a view fi:oom the ~k of the lidhe looking toWlll'd$ the tumer. If1bis el
ls not mal!!l!llned the edge may catch on the pert of the wnr:k piece 1N!!h.i P4lillt A 
in the dirlpm. The~ may be 1111.1igly spir81 gNh in the wood. 
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When D:iagram 12.7 is given careful consideration it will be noted Cbat only !be 
lowered,seofthe bevel can be made to Nbon the side of the •v• (see Diagram 12.8). 
But this is 61l.Ougb to allow the turner to main min cootrol of the tool 

point A 

To make a cut on the left side of a 'V': 
this edge is held on tool rest 

'----- this edge of bevel must rub 

It should be DOted that in order to keep the comer of1he bevel rubbing on the side 
of the 'V' fhe tool fWL!It be poimed at en angle to the WQ!k~ Diagmm 12.9 
Shows the position for the left-hand side oflll.e 'V'. 

Diagram 12!1 1be ... at 'llllldl tile COtJ .. llcld fol.' lle maa C1lt 

'lbia angle is the opposite to that which many bqJinners expect. For a cut on !be 
left-halld side of the •v• the h.anclle sllould be held to 1he right of the cutting point so 
that the edge of the bevel is more or lessatarigbt anglo to the axis of the work-piece. 
'lbia can be aee.n by careful ooll.!liderstion ofl>i.agmm 12.9. 
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12.4 Summary or polntl to watda whea making the .wing CPt 
• Start the c:ut with the bevel rubWJg (eee DiagRm 12.4). 

• When makin,g a c:ut eiiSIIle that the tool is held at tb com!Ct angl& to the 
llll.ia of the 'Milk-pi~ (when lleCII &om llbovo; 118 in Diqram 12,9), 

• Keep the bnel rubbing on the wall of !he •v• (see D.iagrams 12.8 and 
12.9). 

• Maintain the cleauu....., angle (see Diagram 12.7). 

• Mov& the tip of th& handle in a all'aiiJU line (-Diagram 12.5) 

1Z.5 The p\Uh method 
Befote this cut is ww~ed the tool tat is poeitioned so dlllt the top cdae is 

~el with th~ IIXia of the wa-pi-. The first wt is a 31111111 noll;:h whi~ is made 
with the lq point of !he skew, as WBB done for the IIWin,g cut. Then the tool is held 
in a horizontal potlilion ll!ld, when oo!ICn'Cid &om above, at an anJI~ to the uia of !he 
wud!:-pi-, as ehown in Diap~m12.10. 

11:11cnm U.tO The aqJe at'ldtdl1be toaJ II held fllr lh pull mt 

This mg1e det«miDes lhe slope of the side oflhe 'V'. To make the aecOIId c:ut 
th& tool iJ simply pushed info til& work-pi&e:e lligb!ly to one side of th& notdl and 
peae1l'lltiog a little d&eper. The thin! cut is a repeat of1he seoond cut but is made on 
the other side of the n01dl. These cuts can Cba1 be repeeted with eedl sw:cesrive cut 
on OIJ)lO'rilo &ides. 

1Z.6 A eomparleo.Jl of the liWing and puh eatl 
The reeder may have llllted 1hat allhough the awillg and the push cut produce 

veo:y similar re81lll8 fhe tedmiqlle8 applied are vt:ry diffi:rem. 
If diagram 12.9 and 12.10 az&compan!CI.itwill be &&en that, tocatthesamuide 

of the 'V', the tool is held at opposite angles. Also, whereas 1brthe p!ISh c:utthe tool 
is held in the horizalllal plalle, fur the swing c:ut the tip of !he handles is b&ld down 
so that the cut ~ be sbll1ed with the bevel at a tangent to lie sm1lu:e of lie 
wodt-piece. 

When teaching begiJmcn I find !bat IDIIDY tsMI to Blip into the pU8h ~ut becauso 
they do not start the cut hi,gh ea.ough on the woll: pi&c:e, that ia, with 1he bevel 
robbing. However, as loog as the c:ut is made SIK':C«<rfully, without the tool c-alMing 
and minillg the work, dlllt is not R!8lly a problem. But I do draw their auention to 
what is h.appeniDg. 
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It will have been noticed that the push cut is very much easier to describe than 
the swing cut. In practice, however, it will not necessarily be found easier to 
perform. The beginner should try both methods to see which is best for him, 
although, as I said earlier I try to encourage students to use the swing cut. 

12.7 Problems and 'accidents' 
It should be noted at this point that many novices find learning to cut both 

'V's and beads difficult and, as a consequence, have many 'accidents' along the 
way. In this context, by an 'accident' I do not mean something which is physically 
threatening, or dangerous, to the turner, but something which damages the work. 
What can happen in trying to perform a 'V' cut or roll a bead, is that the tool catches, 
it then spirals out of the cut and along the work-piece forming a horrible ragged gash 
in the wood. 

Such an accident is part and parcel of the process of learning to turn. The 
beginner should accept this philosophically and just keep trying. With practice these 
problems should occur less and less frequently. 

It is often difficult to understand precisely what mistake has been made in 
causing this to happen. Most often it is probable that the heel of the bevel has been 
allowed to lift from the rubbing position. As a consequence the cutting point has 
penetrated too far and buried itself in the wood. As the wood continues to revolve, 
and the tool is supported by the rest, something has to give. That something is the 
wood. The edge of the tool catches and then acts as an efficient screw-cutting device, 
leaving the ragged spiral referred to above. 

Why do beginners have problems of this kind? One reason is that the turner has 
to try to watch a number of things, such as keeping the bevel rubbing, maintaining 
the clearance angle, and controlling the speed and the direction of the cut, all at the 
same time. This is difficult at first and practice is required to get it all together. 

If an accident does happen when practising and a spiral is cut into the work the 
turner should immediately start again on an undamaged part of the work piece. If an 
attempt is made to continue working on the damaged portion the point will probably 
catch again, in one of the accidental grooves, making still more of a mess. 
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Such an accident is part and parcel of the process of learning to turn. The 
beginner should accept this philosophically and just keep trying. With practise these 
problems should occur less and less frequently. 

It is often difficult to understand precisely what mistake has been made in 
causing this to happen. Most often it is probable that the heel of the bevel has been 
allowed to lift from the rubbing position. As a consequence the cutting point has 
penetrated too far and buried itself in the wood. As the wood continues to revolve, 
and the tool is supported by the rest, something has to give. That something is the 
wood. The edge of the tool catches and then acts as an efficient screw-cutting device, 
leaving the ragged spiral referred to above. 

Why do beginners have problems of this kind? One reason is that the turner has 
to try to watch a number of things, such as keeping the bevel rubbing, maintaining 
the clearance angle, and controlling the speed and the direction of the cut, all at the 
same time. This is difficult at first and practice is required to get it all together. 

If an accident does happen and a spiral is cut into the work the turner should 
immediately start again on an undamaged part of the work piece. If an attempt is 
made to continue working on the damaged portion the point will probably catch 
again, in one of the accidental grooves, making still more of a mess. 
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Chapter 13: Cutting a bead 

13.1 Whleh tool? 
A bead can be cut with several clitl'em!t tools, namely: a skew dlisel, a square 

Clld dWicl. a beading lll!d parting tool, aDd a spiDdle go~. e«h in a IIIIUlber of 
differmt size&. The problem in rnHjng a bead it that it it easy to get a cstch; when 
1bis happens the tool is au-own bade whilst cuJiin,g an ugly spiral groove in lho 
wodi:-pi-. In tllis ICll)?eC't a spiDd1e gouge is c:.asier to ~I lll!d b. proDe to 
produ.ee a catch. Bot it cJoes have one disadvamage, this is that lbe widlh and 
Chi~ oflhe tool maba it mor:e diflicult to gcn to dlo boUom ofd!e cut w.ilhout 
fuu1ing lhe &djaoent IIW'fill:e. 
A~ chiBel ofvinually any size over Y.a inch eau be llllCd to wt a bead. Eilher 

lhe long point or lhe short point (~~ee Diagram 12.1 in previous Cll.apm) eau be used. 
When I was leiii'Dillg to tum I used tbe long point bec8ase that was what 1he boot I 
was following told me to do. The use of die short point provide!! a slicing wt whicll 
produces a cleaner Slll'filce; bat, as the tool is rolled over in matjng the bead, the long 
point can obicure 1ho view of tbe CU!tiog point. In 1imo I would :teWwmead 1bo 
navioe tn experiment with this tool !lying bolh poi:alll. 

Inilially, how~, I ~that a beginner should 1111e a 3/s incll&qUan: belidi:ag 
and pming tooL In effi:m 1bis is a narrow, but -relatin:ly thil:lc,. squae ended drlsel. 
Iftbia is not available a IW!'OW squaro ended~ can be used. I feel that a small.,. 
tool is b:aa daunting. But whid!evcr tool is uaod lhe teclmique is llllldl.lhe 88111e. 

(For notes on Cbouae of a spindle gouge see paragraph 13.9below) 

13.1 The nature of the eul 
It is impollu:tt to nolo 1hlrt a bead can be cut oitllcr: by uaill,g a oome:r of the chisel 

or by llllillg a po!l!till!ll on the C1J11ins ed,gt between die two comet'll, k 11111 when 
p«fomling thep1aning cut. When perfbm!ed by an experienced tumerthe use of !be 
c;uUing edge~ a n:ry c:Iean rernlt.. (This method is &hown by Ricllatd IWran 
in his video.) Howevet, in my expa'i!W'1': begilm.en ere mo-re tikdy to get a catcll 
when p«fomling the rut witb the edge. As a conseq~~~~~~Ce I always eorourage 
begiD:nerll to learn 1he cut w.ilh the uae of one oflhe ~The~ for this 
is described below. 

13.3 The procedure 
A piece of softwood, similar to 1hat used in p:revi011.11 exeroises, ie two by two by 

twelvo inehee long, is fil:ed in the latho lll!d the speed set to around 2000 rpm. Tbo 
8q1llll"e is then rousJ!ed OOwl1 aDd planed smooth. 

Successive cuts 

~ U.l Maldllg. Mt'lel ot m. co to:rm. bead 

Then, using the beading and parting tool, two •v• CUIB are lll8.de about 1 inch 
apart. 'I1Iese setd!e widlh oftbe bead lll!d provide room for: tbe llllbacqucm~ First 
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oDe aide af dlo bead is <:Ut aDd !hen dlo o1her. The aide of a boad is mado in Slagi'JII 
staltillg aeuthe edge of the 'V' and the top llll1i'ace (iepo;nt A ill Diagmm 13.1 ). We 
can start with the rigb:t hand side. 

13.4 The bevel must nb 
It is very impol:tant to noce lhe beveliiiiiSt rub 1hroughout the cat. HO"MIIV«, ill 

this exemse, w~ I am c;elling th~; bevel is~ only !he right hand edJe. This is 
illii!bated in Diagram 13.2. (Ibis only applies wben cutting with lhe rigbt hand 
oomor of the dliael. 011. the right hlllld side af a boad. When rol!jng on ibo 1oft hand 
side of a bead the oppoe:!te Is the case.) 

13.5 The ftnt cut 

When making cut on RHS of bead 
this edge of bevel must rub 

Tho iiratc:ut is thoeaa:ieet-.. The stattiDg potlilion can. bodlocked with the Jalbo 
switched off. The tool is placed on the rest wifh fhe cnWng edge hotrizo!ltd. It is 
then rotatod, VftY sligb:lly elockwi&o (just a few degroes), around its axis and 
posili0111ed with the right hind oomQ: of th~; Mting edge juBl to the 1oft of point A 
and tho bevel in the rubbing positioo (soo Diagram 13.3). 

-
r 

' • ,_ 

Df~Faall.U The p~lldo• ol the twl for Cle ftnt eut 

HavinJ switdled the lathe on the first 0111e or two wlB ~ can. be made jUBt by 
rotating Cbe tool around i!B axis. Diagram 13.4 shows Cbat wllen the tool ill rotated 
tho ctdliog poiat will deecribo an arc. This fN1ure can be 1Uied to cut a amall. radiwi 
on the corner. 

<J 
When the tool is rotated about this point 
the corner of the cutting edge describes 
an arc as shown 
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13.6 Formlllg the bead 
A&~: a few Qllll it wiD. bl; foo:od -IIIII)' to llliBe 1be hnd!e and alide lbe 1001 

aloog 1he rest, whilst 101atiDg the tooL 'lbe bevel is ma®jned in the l'llhbillg 
position by pushing 1ho tool very slightly~ These tal« cuts are all perfo:aned 
in asimila:rma:onc:ra fo~. 

At lhe 111a1t of each cut 1ho ri.@ht hand COIIIICII.' of the cuUin,g edge is placed just to 
the left of lbe poUtion 11t whil:h the pnMOIIIJ ~ Wll3 stm1l::d with 1be bevel in 1he 
rubbing position but not quite cutting. One» in this position tho tool is1'01ated around 
ill! axis 110 lhat it w.i1l. begin to cut. .Ar. soonaa111o it begins 10 ~ lhe tool i!llllid to lbo 
rightmd the handle rsised, whilst the JVIBiion is wntinued The obj~now is to 
maintain 1ho cutamil it runs 011t imo the siclo of the "''(se& Di.agraml3.S). 

PosHion A PosHion 8 

Dtqram 135l'odlloll of tool. a toepntng aD4 ad or cat 

13.7 The tool mullt slide lllo~~~: the I'C!It 
Diagram 13.S shows tho position of the tool atlbo begirmingandeodofa ~on 

a fully aJmped bead, ll1m1.ing in poeition A aDd finishing at position B. Whcln it 
II'JII.Cbeil position B the tool should be in the same position as it would have been 
at the end of a cut on the left blllul sido of the "'' (when UBiag the BWillg Cllt). This 
Bhows why the toolllllllt bl; alid aloDg du; 1'C8I; it ~t get from A 10 B w.ilhout 
doing 110. Bq;innm are apt 10 try 10 pedi:um the ~by swivelling 1he 10ol at one 
point on tho rest. Whim clo:iJlg this it is impnrm1lle to foon a well sbaped beed. 

13.8 The problems to be faced 
The di11iculty fur beginn.cn in cuttjng a bead is that a number of separate ac1iona 

bve 10 be w-ordinlded in 11ae wn«t I:Otllbinldion. The tool liN 10 be~ llbout 
its axis, the handle mised Slid pushed slightly forwazd (to keep the 'bevel rahb:ing) 
and 11M; tool slid doag the mn. With p:rac1K:e these action~~ berome autom.alie but to 
begin with it am all seem l'lllber difficult aDd it may take a lillie time to lli:b:ieve 
IIUCX:e&& The foDowing analy&iJ may help the beginner to appreciate what is required. 

Diagram 13.6 Illustratee the proift88ion of the aut in 1hree lllllgeS, moving ftom 
A to D lhrougb. B mKl C. 

• Tho lines w, X. Y and Z zqu-mlho position of diO edgo of the chiBel 
cutting at pojn1ll AA, BB md 110 on. The cvtting edgo is at a tm:1:ge1tt to 
iho IJIIl'face of the wood at theeo poimll. Tbo attitude of the cutting edgo 
11t eedt. of these pollll8 showa that the relative speed of mtalio!l of !he 
tool iB corutallt lhrongbout the rut. 

• Prom A to B the horizontal movemeot (acbieved by slidini along the 
rest) is conside:rably greeter than the Wltical movement (achieved by 
raising the hzmdle). 
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• From B lo C the horizOIIIIl momnal.t and the verlical. DUJmDal.t 8R' 
very similar. 

• From C lo D the verlical movem.ont ia gmlla' dum the horizontal 
movemenl 

In prlldice die ro~B!Mlmal.md sliding movc:menl3 DillY be made at a COtl811111t ra!e 
'llt'bilit the baudle iJ raised at an auele:rating rate. 

13.9 u.m,. spindle eou:e 

A B C 0 

-----~:FI=I==: 
'k-1-c 

-0 

A spindle gouge is used in a very similar way 1o a chiseL The cat is made by !be 
1ip af the cuUiDg edge. To pmrmrt lbe wiDg& of'dto tool catching lbe far wall of 1bo 
'V' cut it will be neceasa:ry lo mi!le the handle higher dum ia neceasa:ry with a chisel. 
It also helps if the wings of the gouge -ground wen bacl:. Providing dtese 
pt\:'CaUlionB ~ 1aken it will probftbly be fwnd that th~; gouge ia the 8llfcat toollo ll8e 

perti.cularlywhen a catch, resulling in tom wood, would be a clisas1ea'. 

C I 
>-wing 
~ 

Dlapam l3.71'be wf~¥~•• a11pbulle aaqe 

13.10 Try, and try again 
For mott peopk., learning to cut a well Bhapcd bl*l with a ~le ~ 

mte is 011e of dte most difficult t8.llb fur the newoomer 1o woodloming. To begin 
with c:atcl!es IllliY oc:cur ii:eqoeoll.y. Ill deed, a number of i.\UtlwpiS may heve to be 
made bc:fil<'e the firslsu~ ia lldrleved 1111d the bead is cut wi1hou1 a mish'lp. The 
II'J8der may find it useftll. to re-read the colllll1ellts in Sec1ioo 12.7 of the previous 
chapter. Wll.a1ever bappe:oa keep ttyiog, don't giwup, it will-in dte end. When 
it does it is very 881isfying. 
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Chapter 14: Cutting a eove 

14.1 PrepBrlltlon 
A pi-of softwood, aimi1ar 10 !bat uaed in pm>ious ~ ie two by two by 

twelve inches Ion& is tb:ed in lbo lalho and the speed set 10 8I'01IIId 2000 rpm. Tho 
square is then roughed dawn and planed smooth. 

14.2 The tool 
A spinclle gouge of the app:ropriale aize is Ufled fur Ibis cul To gi-ve some 

indii;Biionofthe size: the width of1he gwge l!hould be alxratoneqllllderofthe width 
of the cove 10 be cut. So if the widlb of the cove ill to be 1 ~ in. a 3/8 in. spinclle 
gouge should be cmpl~ A bqp'JI!I'7", ~iD,g with ali~ set of tools. am 
make the width of the eove fit hill tools, t1llhca' than the reverse. 

14.3 The 11lape of the cove 
When m.aking ac1Ual. ObjOCU QOVerl may be aJI mB!!!II\Ir of shapeS, providin,g they 

;w SOIIIe sort of hollow. From a pram ring point ahift'wbatOII.O should be Jooking 
fur is a nice smooth carve approaclling an arc of a circle. 

14.4 Martdog the size of tile cove 
The greet majority of the CUitillg of a eove is done with the spinclle gouge but, a.a 

an initial91ql, it is a good iclea tollllllk the oilier exuemities with the point of a chisel. 
There are two tea.!lllll.8 fm thia:: 

• the ll1llrim detme euctl.y where the cove ill intended 10 be; 
• they help to prevent the SJ'lUS'C skidding out of the cave and ao 

""'"aging the adjacent llll'fac:e. 
Thesem.lllb Cllll be made with the point of any c:hisel (indudingthe beading and 

pllrting tool) held with the cuUi:oi edge vc:rticel (See Diagram 14.1). These Mil 
&hould not be Vt:t.y dcc:p. 

14.5 The O:rst ltage In making the cut 
To start the cat on lbo left aide: begin by layiog lbo tool on its back justiO the 

rigbt of the left.IJ.and msrting catwilh the bevell'llhhing (as sbown in Diagram 14.2 
A). Twist the tool cJockwiso annmd its am until the tip begins to cut Slide tho tool 
to the rigbt whilst maintaining the cut with lbo bevel contin:uing to mb. In order to 
teql the bevel mbbing it may be -sary to feed the tool foxwwd.. Stop lbe cot at 
the poe:ition midway between the two marking ails- in other words, in the midclle 
of the cave (Diaglam 14.2 B). Whim this point is reached repeat the cut starting on 
lhe right-band aide. Rq>eat these eu111 on alternate sides, alwa)'s stopping in lbe 
centre, W11i1 a wpe similar to that l!hown in Diagram 14.2 is formed. Remember 
Chat on spindle WOik cum lll8.CI& ftom a larger diameter to a smaller diameter go with 
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the grain. In this case going with the grain is cutting from the outside ofthe cove to 
the centre. 

B 

Diagram 14.2 The first stage in cutting a cove 

14.6 The second stage in making cutting the cove 
When the hollow of the cove has been partially formed by the method described 

above there comes a point at which the tool may catch and be thrown backwards 
along the work-piece ripping a nasty gash in the wood as it goes. This tends to 
happen when the sides of the cove are becoming relatively steep. Consequently once 
a shallow hollow has been formed a change of tactics is required. The way to prevent 
a catch is to ensure that at the commencement of each operation the cutting edge of 
the gouge is vertical as it enters the wood. If it is not vertical it acts as an efficient 
screw cutting device and will wind itself out of the cove. The correct attitude of the 
cutting edge can be achieved by watching it carefully as the tool is manipulated into 
position. Many beginners, however, will have problems with this. Fortunately, there 
is an easier way to achieving the required entry. This requires a little preparation. 

14.7 Preparation for stage two 
In preparation for the second stage of making the cove adjust the height of 

the tool rest so that when the spindle gouge is laid on its side in a horizontal position 
the tip of cutting edge is level with the axis of the lathe. Whilst the tool is held in the 
horizontal position, place a ruler across the flutes (as shown in Diagram 14.4) and 
turn the tool so that the ruler is in a vertical position. When the rule is vertical the 
cutting tip will also be vertical. This indicates the attitude in which the tool should 
be held at the commencement of a full cut starting from the outside of the cove. 

Tool horizontal 

+ 

Diagram 14.3 Second stage - setting the rest 

14.8 Beginning the second stage of cutting a cove 
To commence the cut the gouge is held in the horizontal position (as described 

above), with the bevel aligned with the side of the hollow previously formed (see 
Diagram 14.4 A), and the tip is then entered into the wood at the edge of the cove. 
Immediately after the tip enters the wood the tool should be rotated around its axis, 
in an anti-clockwise direction, and slid along the rest towards the centre whilst, at the 
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same time, the handle is lowered - a twisting and scooping action. By the time the 
centre of the cove is reached the tool should be flat on its back and more or less at 
90 degrees to the axis of the lathe (see Diagram 14.4 B). Throughout this procedure 
the bevel must continue to rub. 

A 

Initial position -
tool on its side 

B 

Diagram 14.4 Second stage- cutting a cove 

14.9 Practising the cut with the lathe switched off 
Not every one will fmd this cut easy to begin with. One way for beginners to get 

the hang of it is to try out the various positions of the tool with the lathe stopped. In 
preparation for this a cove of the required shape should be made as well as possible. 
If necessary the shape can be trued up with a round nosed scraper. Having done this 
the gouge should be moved carefully through the procedure checking that the bevel 
is rubbing the whole time. 

14.10 Some further considerations 
Before leaving this chapter there are some further observations to be made: 

• A cut on the side of a cove does not necessarily have to be made in one 
continuous operation. 

• When cutting a cove (or indeed any shape with a spindle gouge) the cut 
should be made with the leading edge of the tool. 

• When cutting at the centre of the cove the fibres of the wood may not be 
cut cleanly. 

These matters are looked at in turn below. 

14.11 Discontinuous cuts 

As work progresses on a cove the shape may need to be adjusted. It may, for 
example, be too flat on the bottom or, the opposite, too steep at the sides. In such 
cases material may only need to be removed from part of the cove. When starting 
a cut part-way into a cove the gouge should be placed in the attitude it would have 
been in at that point had the cut been started at the edge. That last sentence may need 
thinking about. The point I am hoping to make is that the gouge should be placed in 
such an attitude that it is pointing down the slope with the bevel rubbing. 

14.12 Cutting with the leading edge of the tool 

When cutting a cove the cut should be made with the leading edge of the tool. This 
is best explained with the aid of a diagram. In Diagram 14.5 the tool is being moved 
left from to right (down the slope) and is pointing slightly in the direction it is 
moving. The leading edge is the section emphasised. Cutting within this portion of 
the edge has two benefits. One is that it provides a slicing cut which severs the fibres 
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ofthe wood more cleanly. The second, and more important, is that it helps to prevent 
a 'dig-in'. In order to cut with the leading edge, in the attitude shown in the diagram, 
the tool must be twisted slightly. If, at this point, the tool should be twisted the other 
way (ie anti-clockwise) and the trailing edge allowed to enter the wood there will 
almost certainly be a nasty catch. I know this because I found out the hard way! 

V The leading 
edge 

Diagram 14.5 Cutting with the leading edge of the tool 

14.13 Cutting the wood in the centre of the cove 
When the tool finishes a cut in the middle of the cove, as shown in Diagram 14.4 

B, it will be cutting directly across the grain. In some species of wood this will result 
in some tearing of the fibres and a little roughness. In these cases a finishing cut be 
made by making a short pass over the area concerned with the gouge held at a slight 
angle and cutting with the leading edge, as described above. 
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Chapter 15: Spindle turning - the final cuts 

15.1 Introduction 
This chapter descnoes how to perform the last of the cuts to which the reader was 

introduced in Chapter 8. It covers the following: 

• Two methods by which to form a pummel. 

• How to create sections of waste wood at the extremities of the 
workpiece. 

• How the ends of the piece can be rounded over or, alternatively, cut 
square (when required). 

• How to part off the waste. 

15.2 Forming a pummel 
As indicated in Chapter 8 (Section 10) it is sometimes necessary to leave a 

section (or sections) of a spindle turning square. The most common reason for this is 
to form a leg o~ say, a table or a stool, which must be jointed with rails or other 
members of the assembly. In such cases it is usual to plane the workpiece into a 
square before turning. Note that it is necessary to mount the workpiece on the lathe 
very accurately so that the round section will be centred in the pummel. Two main 
ways of cutting a pummel are described below. 

15.3 Forming a pummel- method 1 
One way of forming a pummel is to start by making a 'V' cut at the point where 

the transition from the square to the round is required. The first step is mark a pencil 
line all round the workpiece where the 'V' cut is to be made. The 'V' cut itself is 
made in exactly the same way as a 'V' cut in a round section (as described in Chapter 
12). Making the cut in the square blank is more difficult because the comers cannot 
be seen clearly. As a consequence there is a danger of chipping the comers. It may 
help to put something white, such as a sheet of paper, on the bed of the lathe behind 
the workpiece; this may help to make the comers more visible. Note that the 'V' 
must be stopped immediately the bottom of the cut forms a continuous circle around 
the workpiece. 

Having made the 'V' cut the corners on the section of the workpiece beyond the 
pummel can be removed with a gouge. In doing this care must be taken not to 
damage the corners of the pummel. 

15.4 Forming a pummel- method 2 
Another method of making a pummel is to use a gouge. In this case the transition 

from square to round is made progressively. It is done in the same way as cutting a 
cove but in this case only one side is formed and instead of stopping the cut is carried 
through to the end of the piece. 

Cut away progressively J 

1------<s: J 

Diagram 15.1: Forming a pummel with a gouge 

The cuts are repeated until the section beyond the pummel is completely circular. 
The method results in a differently shaped transition from the square to the circular 
section as compared with the previous method. 
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15.5 Creating the waste 
Usually, when making a spindle turning, it is desirable to remove the marks 

made by the headstock and tailstock centres. To do this sections of waste must be 
formed at the extremities of the workpiece. It is customary to form this waste at an 
early stage of the turning so that the length of the piece can be determined accurately. 
In many cases forming the waste will be the first operation after the square blank has 
been roughed down and planed smooth. It should be noted that an allowance should 
be made for the waste when the blank is cut to length at the outset of the job. 

f----- Length of finished piece W / -- ------ r aste 

-if----=-=--=-===-=J--
1 • Length of blank required • I 

Diagram 15.2: Allowing for the waste 

A section of waste is most readily created with a parting tool. First of all a nick 
can be made with the oomer of the tool at the required distance from the end of the 
workpiece. Then the tool is placed on the tool rest with the cutting edge parallel to 
the axis of the lathe. The edge is entered into the wood high up. so that the bevel will 
rub. As it cuts the handle is raised and fed forward so that the bevel is maintained in 
the rubbing position. 

Diagram 15.3: Maintaining the bevel in the rubbing position 

Diagram 15.4: Removing the wood is stages 

The full width of the waste does not have to be removed in one operation. In 
order to maintain control of the tool it is often necessazy to remove the material in 
stages, as shown in Diagram 15.4. 

15.6 Rounding the end 
Having created a section of waste it will often be necessary. at some stage of the 

turning, to round over the end of the piece. This is not difficult and is done in manner 
similar to that of cutting the side of a bead. The only difference is that to get the :fully 
rounded form the handle of the tool has to be moved round farther when making the 
final cuts. This is because the bevel must end up more or less square to the axis of 
the piece. 
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Diagram 15.5: The position of the tool at the end of the aat 

15.7 Squaring the end- the conventional cut 
There are occasions when the end of the piece needs to left square and nicely 

finished. When the waste has been crea~ in the way described in Section S above, 
it will be seen that the end grain is very rough. This can be cleaned up with the comer 
of a chisel used in a similar manner to that employed in a 'V' cut. In this case, as the 
cut is to be made square to the axis of the piece, the handle of the tool has to be held 
further round so that the bevel will rub. The position of the tool is shown in Figure 
15.6. The point is entered into the wood high up so that the bevel will rub and, to 
keep it rubbing, the tool is fed forward as the cut proceeds. Note that it is the lower 
edge of the bevel which should rub and that the cutting edge above this should lean 
away from the face of the wood to create a clearance angle. A3 with the •v• cut only 
very small amounts of material can be removed with each pass of the tool. 

Rubbing bevel 

View from turner's position View from rear of lathe 

Diagram 15.6: The rubbing bevel and the clearance angle. 

15.8 Squaring the end- the Raffan cut 
Viewers of Richard Raffan's video will have seen that he uses a slightly different 

method for squaring the end. In this case immediately after the point of the chisel has 
entered the wood the handle is raised so that the wood is cut, not with the comer, but 
with the cutting edge (see Diagram 15.7). 

Diagram 15.7: The Raffan method 

Using this method the edge of the tool cannot be allowed to lean away from the 
wood to fonn a clearance angle as descn"bed above. Because of this I think most 
beginners will find it more difficult than the conventional method particularly when 
performed with a skew with a straight edge. It may have been noticed that Raffan 
uses an oval skew ground with a CUtved edge (see Chapter 3, Diagram 3.5). The 
advantage of this, for this operation, is that the combination of the oval section and 
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the curved edge brings the points away from the wood. In effect this produces small 
clearance angles above and below the position on the edge where the wood is being 
cut; this reduces the danger of a catch. 

15.9 The parting cut 
In Section 15.2 above the way the waste is created was explained. Now it is 

necessary to consider how the waste is removed. It is, perhaps, somewhat 
pamdoxical that a tool known as a parting tool is rarely used by an experienced turner 
for the final act of parting-off. Instead this is commonly done with a chisel. My 
favourite tool for this job is the chisel with a square section (also known as a beading 
and parting tool). Sometime, when space is very limited, I use small skew chisel. 
These are personal preferences, however, and any chisel, skewed or square ended, 
can be used. 

The method, in a nutshell, is to make a 'V' cut on the (imaginary) line which 
forms the end of the piece. In many cases the side of the 'v' which is on the end of 
the piece will need to be more or less square to the axis. What it will need to do is 
conform to the required shape. {See Diagram 15.8.) 

('V'cut 

-~ 
Diagram 15.8: Parting off 

When the waste has to be removed at both ends of the piece I always start at the 
tailstock. I make the 'V' cut as deep as I dare without risking the waste breaking off 
prematurely. If it does break off at this stage it will mean that the waste at the 
headstock end will have to be sawn off and there will be a lot of hand finishing to do. 

How deep the 'V' cut at the tailstock can be made without the waste breaking off 
is, of course, a matter of judgement; but a lot depends on the species of wood. On 
many hardwoods the material remaining can be reduced to a few fibres, but 
softwoods break more readily. A good strategy is to cut the ·v· as deep as possible 
whilst leaving enough material to be reasonably certain that there is no danger of 
premature breakage. Then to go the headstock end and do the same thing there. 
Having done that return to the tailstock end and remove a little more material. The 
objective is to cut away enough so that when the piece is taken off the lathe the waste 
can easily be broken off with the fingers. However, if the too much is turned away 
and the waste does break off prematurely, there will not be quite so much handwork 
to be done on the headstock end. 

Now, assuming the work on the tailstock end has been completed without an 
'accident' the waste at the headstock end can now be cut off completely. The 'V' is 
made progressively deep until the point is approaching at which the waste will break 
off. At this point the forward hand (the left hand of a right handed turner) is placed 
loosely around the end of the revolving workpiece. Using the tool one handed the •v• 
cut is continued until the wood breaks and the piece drops into the hand waiting to 
catch it. 

OK: to the novice the last few sentences should raise some doubts and a little 
apprehension. Fear not; until such time as you have enough confidence to carry out 
this procedure just make the 'V• cut at each end as deep as you dare and then cut the 
waste pieces off with a saw. That's it. 


